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First Interlude:

So far I am hardly even reading the words in the diary or letters contained
within those pages. . . I am just flipping, feeling, looking, smellng all there is to smell,
see, feel. . . This particular diary is so small. Smaller than I imagined it would be. It is
about the size of my hand when my fingers are pressed close to each other. Even then,
my middle finger hangs off the top edge of the page. The small book seems to be
vibrating under my touch but at the same time, it bares a haunting stilness: like when
you can feel someone standing behind you but you can't hear or see them yet.

In the back of this diary, Nin kept an address book by snipping the edges off the
pages, leaving small tabs behind to mark the letters of the alphabet. Some of them had
been turned under, and as I sit here, smellng, looking. . . I adjust the tiny flaps by
unfolding the tabs with my stub nails making sure not to puncture the pages. The tabs
stop at "W" There are also "to do" lists scrawled in beautiful letters in the back of the
tiny book. Some have check-mark companions next to the writing while some have a
single, graceful line squiggled through the word or phrase. They told me her diaries
were beautifully written - not just the meaning of the words, but the way they look on
the page: perfectly formed, each line flowing like a small river. But then there are these
to-do lists, and recordings of her engagements throughout the text - well-worn, well-
worked, well-used.
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Introduction:

As I began wrting this thesis, I had the privilege of visiting the AnaÏs Nin

archives at UCLA. Before I left for the archive, I worred that upon my retu, I would

be infused, as a result, with a kid of undue pomposity that would lead me to makng

poor, unsupportable arguents about Nin and her writing. Instead of going in order to

"know Nin," I decided to go for no other reason than to be closer to her for a few days; I

thought of my trp as a visit based on experiencing aesthetic and historical beauty.

I was scared because I had been reading a wide varety of Nin criticism, all of

which claimed to know the "Truth" about Nin. Beginnng my paper, I did not know

much about where my research would take me, but I did know that I did not wish to fall

into generalizations or presumptuousness as I observed so many other critics had. My

goal was to treat Nin as fairly as I could, and to take into consideration as much

information as I could find within the time and space constraints we face as writers.

What has resulted is a study, in fragments, of some of the ways various readers read

AnaÏs Nin.

I have found the archive paricularly useful as model for thinking about Nin

herself. The archive is, in a traditional sense, considered the site of authenticity to the

extent that we fetishize its originality (Helle 631). In other words, the archive might

symbolize the place where the Truth of a body of work is found in its purest form. The

archive too is a place designed to prevent the decomposition of that work: a place of

preservation both of a physical body of work and the memory of it. I would like to add,
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though, that the archive is a site of dialogue, of conversation. In an archival encounter,

we add to the archive though our interpretation of it. As a result, the archive is not a

fixed body of work by one author, but rather a body of work with mutable borders,

ready to engage in a conversation with all those who encounter it. Ths brings the

authenticity of the archive into question; if the arifacts in the archive somehow

represent Nin in her purest form, we too can re-present her through interpretation of its

contents. It is through this approach that we might include any criticism of Nin in her

archive because each bit is a representation of Nin, although no bit represents a perfect

whole.

The Truth-seeking type of criticism many Nin critics perform prevents full and

fair readings ofNin's work and is indeed damaging to our understanding of her place in

more experimental and feminist literar traditions. In other words, many critics'

representations and readings of Nin reduce the possibilities of interpretation rather than

opening new ones. Ths thesis seeks to approach Nin in much the same way that I

approached the archive: in a dialogic way that releases possible meanings in her work.

Because I am interested in more open forms of investigating Nin's writing and

life, and because I extend the definition of the archive to the critical work on Nin, I

view the critical reception of Nin's wrting as an important par of the ways various

readers (academic scholars, male fans, female fans, and close frends) understand her

and perpetuate those understandings (and in some cases, misunderstandings). Though

studying her reception in its varous manfestations, we can begin to make a space for

interpretation that reads Nin differently. Nin has been misrepresented in her critical
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reception; in our fuher study of her work, we should let her own clarty as an

experimental arist guide us on her own terms.

* * *

Working through varous reactions to and reviews of AnaÏs Nin, I noticed three

distinct categories in her critical reception emerge:

1. We love her! She's an excellent, feminist-frendly, sex-positive,

woman wrter. She's our hero! She's gorgeous and sensual!!!! Her work

represents the female experience! Her wrting style is poetic and fluid, and we

love that!

2. She's a lying, manipulative, bitch. Her writing is chaotic and makes

no sense. She couldn't wrte a good, coherent story if her life depended on it -

especially not an erotic story. Her writing is unfrendly to women and reflects

her total narcissism. She makes us sick and we'd all be better off without her.

3. Nin is a complex and controversial figure. Her writing and her life

are complicated because they have the capacity to say many things at once.

Let's figue out what we might take from her. What were her goals in wrting

and living her life the way she did? We like Nin: she did new and important

things for fiction, erotica, and women's writing. We also know, and understand

why some folks have a problem with her: but they oftentimes can't see beyond

their own ideas of what a woman writer should be and what sort of work she

should produce.
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Of course, as we might find in any set of categories, there is overlap between groupings

and indeed, bits of criticism that may fit into none of these at all. In identifyng these

categories, however, I hope to uncover some ofthe patterns in Nin's reception.

As mentioned above, it is my goal to treat Nin as fairly as possible by allowing

her work to speak to us and by noticing others' observations. I set out to write a paper

according to the thrd approach because I believe it is the most fritful approach to

Nin's work we have. To recklessly praise Nin's work is to dismiss all the wonderful

contradictions and complexities within it just the same as if we were to recklessly reject

it.

The inner-life Nin depicts in her wrting is exceedingly complicated, but why

not tr to understand it anyhow? What I ask of my peers in Nin scholarship, in the

process of responding critically, is to be as true to the work as possible as they analyze;

by ''be tre to" I mean not that there is one truth to Nin's work that we all must strve to

discover, but that we remain tre to the complexity of her work, for that is the only trth

of her work that I can indeed observe.

Erica Jong, in her essay "A Story Never Told Before - Reading the New,

Unexpurgated Diaries of AnaÏs Nin," discusses the complexity of Nin's work and the

ways that complexity has been interpreted by critics. She questions,

Why are there so few positions in between adoration and detestation
(when it comes to Nin's work)? Because Nin is seen as a representative
of woman's psychological and sexual freedom. The response to her
depends on the reader's degree of liberation. For women who seek
freedom - artistically and sexually - she is the pioneer, validating our
quest. For women who fear freedom, she becomes the target, evoking a
furious response which may be only anger at oneself for being unfree.
(205)
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Jong argues that women who are able to perceive the complexities of Nin's work are

more "liberated" than those who canot. In other words, readers who are "liberated"

wil appreciate Nin's wrting more than those who are "unfree" because "Nin is seen as

representative of woman's psychological and sexual freedom" (Jong 205). Similar to

Roland Barhes' understanding of sound criticism, Jong also implies that critics who

treat Nin as a "target" are "blind and dumb."i While Barhes might argue a critical

viewpoint that says, "you either get Nin or you don't, and whether or not you get her

depends on how smart you are" is blind and dumb, Jong might retort that there is some

truth to this; Jong might say not that most Nin critics are stupid, but that most of the

critics really don't get Nin because they do not see her complexity.

* * *

This thesis is aranged in three main chapters, each of which focuses on a

paricular type ofNin text, and each of which is intended to enlarge Nin's complexities

through distinct but overlapping perspectives. In the first chapter I look closely at

selected pieces of critical reception of AnaÏs Nin's writing and life and the polarzed

reactions to her representation of femininity and creative life. Especially in chapter one,

feminist reactions to Nin become integral to the ways Nin's work has been received.

While some argue that Nin's feminism stems from her sex-positive wrting and credit

her with the embodiment of écriture feminine ("AnaÏs Nin"), others maintain that her

ideas about women are largely essentialist and that her adherence to a traditional,

stereotypical, and even exaggerated femininity is damaging to the feminist movement.

Even though Nin's popularty peaked during Second-Wave feminism, her reception is
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stil important in the Third-Wave since many feminists continue to debate the place of

feminine identities and representations in the movement. Further, because of Nin's

apparent (yet arguable) adherence to these traditional representations of femininity (Nin

as "whore," "child," "goddess"), her place in any possible canon of feminist literature

also continues to be debated. The importance placed on Nin's femininity by both

academic and non-academic readers is symptomatic of the difficult relationship

feminism has with expressions of femininity.

The second chapter examines the perceived importance of visual images ofNin

in the reception of her writing. Specifically, the chapter looks at the film Anaïs Nin

Observed: Portrait of a Woman as Artist (1973) as an example of one of the ways her

physical appearance has been scrutinized in order to either diminish or praise her

writing.

The third chapter is a close reading of Nin's famous prose poem, House of

Incest. This reading serves as one possible example of a fair representation of Nin's

writing. In this chapter I use Helen Tookey's essay, "I Am the Other Face of You:

AnaÏs Nin, Fantasies, and Femininity" in order to show the ways Nin, from within her

poem, asks her readers to examine their own joureys to self-discovery. Furher, I

argue that House of Incest, Nin's first published work of fiction, also represents Nin's

declaration of herself as an experimental arist through her use of collage and

metaliterar communication with her readers.

Thoughout this paper I have included interludes nestled between the chapters.

These are fragmented and consciously reflective descriptions of my encounters with
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arifacts I came across in the archive and short readings of visual images of Nin. These

interludes can be read as moments that reflect on the varous representations of Nin.

They also represent the dialogic characteristic of the archive as a site that encourages

multiple interpretations of, and encounters with a supposed "original"; the interludes

serve as momentar reflections on the complexity of Nin's life and wrting especially

through the view from the archive.
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Second Interlude:

From box #10, "Red Star Diary,,2

On the bottom of page 335 there is a stamp which reads:

"A REMINDER: -- Have you ordered your diary for next year? For Duplicate of this
book order by number in front. "

This reminder struck me as so strange as the hand of Nin is piled on top of it, burying it
in all its strangeness. This is the diary of Anaïs Nin - she can write on whatever she
wants - she wil not order by number. There are her words, piled on top of this printed
message, buried underneath the weight of her callgraphy gliding slanted across the
page - it barely looks like language, but rather like visual art - some strange

conglomerate of visual poetry, literary poetry, confession, fiction, all topping this public
service announcement-like warning: Must buy new diary. Running out of time. The

year is almost over. The dangling letter "y" descends between the words "your" and
"diary, " severing them from each other. She did not order a new diary, for every book
I have seen and touched so far has been so very diferent - always mixing in loose

papers with the bound pages with the photos and drawings.
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Chapter 1:

A ¡¡Clanging Cymbal": The Story of Anaïs Nin's Reception

In one encyclopedic overvew of AnaÏs Nin's life, work, and reception, an

anonymous author states, on one hand, that because "Nin wrote in a poetic style using

repetition, omission, and pastiche as organzing principles" she "is credited by some

feminist critics with embodying écriture féminine" ("Anais Nin"). On the other hand,

the overview continues, Nin "became a controversial figure in the feminist movement.

She was at once praised for her unflinching examination of the female psyche and

vilified as someone who upheld archaic feminine stereotypes" ("AnaÏs Nin"). This

contradiction is at the hear of much of the criticism we have on Nin, feminist or not.

This chapter tells the story of the problem of Nin's critical reception by

chronologically moving through the waves of criticism on Nin's wrting from the early

criticism ofthe 1950's and 60's to the present. I have identified a kind of representative

spokesperson for each critical wave, who epitomizes the response of the time. In the

1950's and 60's, Frank Baldana represents the criticism adfeminam of his time, which

almost always links her to her literar "parner in crime," Henry Miller, and in the

1970's and 80's, Estelle C. Jelinek represents some voices of Second Wave feminist

criticism. Finally, at the end of the chapter, I explore the reasons why criticism on Nin

drops off after the early 1990's. It is important to note here that in each of these crtical

waves there exists some divergence or varation in ideological focus. In other words,

the waves often overlap in approach, and some themes even persist across time because

in every historical moment there exists both a residual and emergent culture. For
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example, Jelinek's and Edmund Miler's arguents in the 1980's and 1990's

respectively contain aspects of Fran Baldanza's masculinist and misogyistic criticism

adfeminam, while durng the Second Wave feminist movement ofthe 1970's there are

critics, such as Julia Casterson, who interpret Nin's wrting with a more contemporar

eye.

I am telling this story ofNin's critical reception because understanding the ways

she has been interpreted can open up the possibilities of new interpretations of her

work, which, in the last ten years, have been nearly absent. When we re-examine Nin's

critical reception, we notice that Nin sparked (and stil does) great controversy amongst

many critics.

Nin Criticism ad feminam in the 1950's and 60's:

Among those critics who accuse Nin of a varety of literary and artistic

infractions is Fran Baldana. His review of Nin's work3, wrtten in 1962, is titled,

"AnaÏs Nin." The title of ths piece itself reflects the way Baldanza regards Anaïs Nin's

wrting; by using Nin's name as the title of his criticism, he attempts to redefine her,

maybe even confine who she is - so that this piece becomes not his reading of Nin, but

the Truth about Nin, defining her identity according to him. Ths sentiment is reflected

and elaborated within the review. Baldana attacks not only Nin's writing, but her

femaleness and femininity. He writes that "the self perpetuating activity (of wrting in

the diar) obviously reveals. . . a female fussiness over detail (which) can easily pass for

the rigor of discipline" (Baldana i 0). He continues that "such incessant daily writing -
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without editing - would also necessarily congeal stylistic traits into a rigid mold of

habit" (Baldana 10). In other words, Baldana attbutes Nin's prolific wrting not to

her aristic rigor, discipline, and skill, but to a "female fussiness" constituted by

obsessive and habitual behavior. Additionally, her stylistic choices, like an addiction,

he wrtes, are "self-perpetuating" like a kind of mastubation: self-centered.

Words which frequently appear in Baldana's review regarding Nin's wrting

are "neurotic," "jumble," "rambling," "erratic," "random," "pointless," and

"inaccurate." He wrtes, "The handling of characters and incidents is so erratic and

baffling that one must assume the writer simply means to spil random impressions onto

the page. But where elements of traditional plot adhere to the impressions, the result is

an incoherent jumble" (Baldana 10). Embedded in this statement, and the

aforementioned one, are many assumptions about, and distinctions between, women's

and men's wrting. To properly explain these connections, I would like to revisit some

possible characteristics of "feminine wrting" that many feminist critics have identified

and that serve as a trap for Baldana and for other critics who attrbute Nin's "poor"

writing skils to her womanood. It is important to note here that the identification of

these characteristics does not mean to say that all women's wrting is a paricular way

or that all women should write this way. It is only to notice some similarties in

women's wrting and certain theories about their characteristics without letting those

things we notice lead us to essentialist conclusions about women.

That said, if we can associate men's wrting with "traditional" (to use

Baldana's word) wrting that is plot-driven and linearly organzed, we can associate
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women's wrting, or "non-traditional" writing with cyclical plots, movements of

thought rather than action, fragmentation, and emotional motivation. (The "traditional"

forms to which Baldana refers are akn to the perceived masculine form of wrting that

has been identified by French feminist scholars such as Hélène Cixous and Luce

Irigaray). From Baldana's words, we might assume that he criticizes Nin for, on one

hand, not adopting a "traditional," plot-driven narative (associated with masculinity),

and on the other hand, that where she does attempt this masculine form of wrting and

thought, she absolutely fails (Baldana 10). In other words, both Baldana's praise and

criticism depend on the same axis which polarzes women's wrting against men's

wrting.4

Oliver Evans, however, in his essay "AnaÏs Nin and the Discovery of Iner

Space" (1962) addresses the kind of presumptuous response offere4 by Baldana. He

refers to the beginnng of his literar experiences with AnaÏs Nin's work, saying that he

had never heard the ideas of Proust, Joyce, Woolf, and others, in words "with such

directness and clarty" (Evans 18). He continues to write about Nin's intentions in her

Diary and fiction: "in light of the author's intention - an opportnity for which any

reader should be grateful, paricularly in the case of a wrter as unconventional as Miss

Nin, whom it would obviously be unjust to judge by standards she neither respects or

acknowledges" (Evans 18). Here, Evans encourages readers of Nin not to judge her

writing with old methods of criticism we use to uphold a masculinist literatue; rather,

he asks us to join Nin in her exploration of "unconventional" writing by judging her

according to the standards and goals which she herself assigns to her own projects.
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(Evans uses the word "unconventional" while Baldana would call this

unconventionality, "erratic," and "jumbled"). Ths is not to say, though, that Nin is not

as ambitious a wrter as her traditional or male counterpars. According to Evans, we

should, however, regard her wrting as the embodiment of liberation from traditional

models of texts with literar mert. He writes:

I was strck, more than anytng else, by their (Nin's books)
extraordinar airiness; by the impression they gave of being somehow
dimensionless, and thus illimitable, unconfined, and unestrained; and by
their serene independence of the conventions of ordinary fiction. . .
AnaÏs Nin has constituted for me a symbol of freedom, excitement, and
discovery. (Evans 17-18)

From these words, readers might infer that Nin's wrting epitomizes femininity, but

must also be faulted for it; Evans describes Nin's work as "light" reading, unsubstantial,

and also uncontrollable, unable to be restrained (even other-worldly!), for he uses words

such as "airiness," "dimensionless," "illmitable," "unconfined," and "unrestrained."

Evans' words are also in direct contradiction to those of Baldana's because while

Baldana understands Nin's writing as a clumsy and failing attempt at literature of any

kind, but paricularly conventional, plot-driven fiction, Evans understands Nin's work

as entirely unconventional in a liberating, empowering, and exciting way. Even though

Evans' and Baldana's readings appear to be radically different, they both show a

similar problem: that the same characteristics of Nin's work ("unconfined" and

"unrestrained") are used to both praise and fault Nin as a woman artist.

It seems apparent, given the remainder of Baldana's criticism ofNin, that much

of his problem with Nin's work is tied to her femaleness which, because its traits are

essentialized in formal terms, obscures her writing. The following are examples of
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Baldana's criticism ad feminam in which identity and traits are identified as female or

feminine (in the wrting of women) and are then placed in comparson with the wrting

of men (often presented as "lacking" something that men's wrting has) in order to

implicitly or explicitly disparage those traits.

For instance, Baldana, in talking about her use of madness in her characters,

compares Nin's work to Virginia Wooltswrting: "But (in Nin's Under a Glass BelTj

the interior sense of madness is not counterbalanced by the elegant discipline of Mrs.

Woolts prose, nor is there any steadying agent like the motherly Clarssa Dalloway"

(Baldana 14). Here, Baldana criticizes the absence of a stabilizing, "motherly" figure

in Nin's work as opposed to Woolts. Previously, Baldana has referred to Nin as

"Miss Nin," whereas he refers to Woolf as "Mrs. W oolt' even though Nin too is

mared. The "Miss" over the "Mrs." implies a diminutive quality to Nin in contrast to

the more "matue" (read, "motherly" or "wifely") quality to Woolf. Referrng to Nin as

"Miss Nin," I have found, is not unusual for critics of this period (and in some cases,

critics writing during the 1970's and 80's as well). Additionally, these same critics

often use the author's last name alone for other wrters, paricularly for Henr Miler;

Baldana refers to Henr Miler simply as "Miler," while assigning his female subjects

a suitably feminine title, which signals their ties to men and their lesser status. By using

"Miss" rather than "Mrs." for Nin, Baldana argues that Nin is farher away from any

kind of male figue, literarly or personally, while Woolf apparently, adheres somewhat

to traditionally masculine or disciplined standards of fiction. Further, the way Woolf

handles of themes of madness (with "elegant discipline") are, according to Baldana,
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representative of a controlled femininity, while Nin's femininity is undomesticated and

unbridled.

He goes on to say that

the most effective piece in this book - indeed, the single most controlled
and compellng of all Miss Nin's writings - is the story "Birth," a short,
first-person account of bearng a dead six-month child. The story
succeeds largely because of the stark directness and economy with which
this excruciating experience is related. It must be a minor classic for

those who follow Miler's dicta about facing the facts of life in all their
bloody detaiL. It is the one work in all of Miss Nin's production that
rises genuinely above vulgarity. (Baldana 14-15)

Firstly, in this passage, it is unclear to which piece of Nin's wrting Baldana assigns

the term "vulgar" and indeed what qualifies as "vulgarty" in his estimation (though,

just before this passage we read Baldanza's concern for "the quality of sympathy

evoked" by the "mad" characters in Nin's Under a Glass Bell as well as the character

Jeane kissing "her brother's shadow" in House of Incest). Further, Baldana repeats

the word "vulgarity" as he discusses Nin's Diary and Henr Miller's response to them:

Henr Miler speaks of the devastating honesty and the complete lack of
malice in her journal. . . Without the discipline and control that is
synonymous with art, such honesty becomes vulgarty, the lack of malice
seems a lack of standards, the inclusiveness looks flabby, and the self-
absorption leaves the reader puzzled and uncertain, since he - by what
must be one of the most elementar laws of epistemology - does not
share the same self. (15)

Stil, even after this deeper explanation of what Baldana finds problematic in Nin's

Diary, readers are left wondering what "vulgarity" is and where we see it in the Diary.

It seems obvious that Baldana's use of the term "vulgarity," which has different

meanngs, signals his moralizing and traditional definition of the word.
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Secondly, in the above passage, we find it no surrise that Baldana assigns the

lofty title of "most effective piece in this book" to Nin's story about birt and

motherhood. Even though the story "Birth," in a way, is about failed motherhood (for

the child was stillborn), it stil represents a woman's attempt at traditional femininity

and "womany" behavior. Additionally, using such words as "controlled," "stark,"

"directness," and "economy" indicated fuher what Baldana values in fiction.

Previously too, as in the above passage, in his diatrbe on the lot of Nin's

published work, Baldana compares Nin's work to Miler's. He writes about House of

Incest saying, "it was the subject of a ten-minute avant-garde movie by Ian Hugo, and it

suggested many of the images for Henr Miler's Scenario, which is inherently a much

finer work than the one that inspired it" (Baldana 13). So here, Baldana argues that a

man's representation ofthe woman's (Nin's) ar is far more valuable than the woman's

ar itself: according to this view, male arists know "women's art" better than women

themselves. We lear that a male artist is capable of producing women's art, only

better. In other words, Baldana implies that Miller is able to revise Nin's work to suit

masculine standards of ar and is thus "inherently" more successful: masculine

tampering makes women's work better. Ths argument is also, by implication, a further

attack on Nin's inability to not only produce good, masculine ar, but her inability to

produce good feminine ar as well. Further stil, Baldana uses the word "inherently,"

indicating that there is a set of rules ar needs to follow in order to be considered ar,

and that Nin, "by nature," does not follow them. The word "inherently," can be read as
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another attack on Nin's femaleness because of the traditionally essentialist view of

women as naturally emotional, ilogical, and manpulative.

Baldana is not the only critic to use this word to describe Nin or her work; the

words "inherent" and "inherently" appear over and over again in much of the criticism

and reviews ofNin's work. What about Nin and her work make us use that word in our

analyses? Should there be something "inherent" about her work? Why must we justify

a reading of her work with the word "inherently"? We see here that with Nin, we are

especially nervous about being wrong or right, or being misinterpreted because she is,

in many ways, an easy target for many crtics.

Nin's Questioned Feminism:

Criticism during Second Wave Femiism of the 1970's and 80's:

"AnaÏs Nin: A Critical Evaluation" (1978) by Estelle C. Jelinek was the first

essay I read that made me thoroughy question my own feelings of adoration for and

exaltation ofNin. Jelinek's essay represents, in many ways, the brand of Second Wave

feminist criticism that rejects Nin and her writing as feminist. She cites evidence of

Nin's sexism, essentialism and love of theater, performance, and "insincerity" (Jelinek

48) from material ranging from Nin's novels, Diary, essays (specifically her "Notes on

Feminism"), films, magazine aricles, interviews, and even an encounter with Nin

herself at a lecture in Berkeley in 1971.

Jelinek recounts a moment durng Nin's presentation, followed by her thesis:

The women (at the lectue) are talented and deserve recogntion; Nin
herself deserves credit for encouraging them. But when Nin introduces
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one woman as 'a critic, unusual in women - she has her own point of
view, she is sensitive, and she is feminine and stil objective,' I must then
question Nin's feminism. From reading her diares and novels and now
having heard her in person, I can see, despite what I have been told, that
she holds views that are anathema to me and the women's liberation
movement. (Jelinek 46)

Certainly from this passage and Nin's words one can see why Jelinek finds Nin's ideas

so damaging to feminism. She continues by arguing that ''Nin's concept of woman is

really an alternate form of sexism" (Jelinek 47) because she essentializes the

characteristics of women and men. Further, and perhaps most interestingly, Jelinek

chastises Nin's passionate readers for admiring her life and work: ''Nonetheless, women

who call themselves feminists or Marists swoon at her words and applaud her

'feminine' virtes" (50). She continues that she notices "the blindness. . . in Nin's

readers and audiences. . ." (Jelinek 51) and refers to "the wrath ofthe Nin cult" (Jelinek

52). The word "cult" here, as a super-charged term serves to negatively mythologize

Nin as a threat (see the word "wrath") to feminism and to women everyhere in

addition to negatively mythologizing Nin's readers as a kind of blinded, even

brainwashed group of people.

Finally, Jelinek accuses Nin of exploiting the women's movement for her own

egotistical and financial gain:

I am not impressed with her appearances at fund-raising events for
women's centers or her promotion of women's journals because I see
these, just as I view those 'celebrations,' as opportistic efforts to

spread her name and sell her books. . . I believe Nin's involvement in the
women's movement is insincere because she is not afeminist. She holds
views that are contrary to those held by true feminists: the glorification
of male heroes, the belief in the special natue of women that makes
them superior to men, her repulsion to the ordinar, everyday struggles
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of oppressed peoples, her reliance on the individual solution, and her
own self-glorification. (Jelinek 53-54, emphasis added)

My point in emphasizing Jelinek's words is not to show how awful and wrong Jelinek

is, for she does indeed make some excellent and important points about Nin's feminism

(or lack thereof). Neither is it my point to showcase Nin's non-adherence to the

feminism of her time. Rather, I am tryng to expose the damaging horizontal hostility5

between Nin and her feminist crtics, and to open up possible new ways of approaching

Nin's work by studying these critics' responses. Ths is a valuable project for feminist

literature too, for even though we might not conclude that Nin's work is feminist, this

exploration makes us question the wide-ranging characteristics of feminism and

feminist literatue.

That said, finding myself in agreement with much of what Jelinek argued, I was

horrfied at myself; how had I gone so long studying Nin and not seen her sexism?

Why had I ignored her classism? How could I have missed her essentialism?

So I began a search for an exception in Second-Wave feminist crticism that was

frendly toward Nin not because I needed my own previous convictions reaffirmed, but

because I was so thoroughy convinced by Jelinek's essay; I wanted to hear a retort.

What I found was stunning: Julia Casterson's and Maxine Molyneux's 1970 intervew

with and commentar on Nin titled, "Looking Again at AnaÏs Nin." Casterson

acknowledges that Nin is an anomaly for feminist critics. Casterson does what few

critics in her time were doing: "looking again,,6 at AnaÏs Nin to reexamine where Nin

fits and where she does not fit into a line of women writers. The paradoxical nature of

Nin's feminism is perplexing and, as Julia Casterson writes, "problematic" (216).
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The feminist criticism on Nin's work in the 1970's and 80's is spotty at best: it

is inconsistent and radically contradictory. Some feminist critics praise Nin for her sex-

positive wrting, which, it is often claimed, is written from an inherently female

perspective, and conveys her sexually liberated lifestyle, and her aristic and literar

accomplishments as a woman writer. Other feminist critics vehemently charge Nin

with crimes of narcissism, dishonesty, artistic sloppiness, hyper-femininity,

essentialism, and even sexism. Julia Casterson, in her introduction to Maxine

Molyneux's transcribed 1970 interview with AnaÏs Nin, comments, "We (Casterson and

Molyneux J remarked on how uneasily her work sits in the history of women's wrting in

this centu, and the problems she presents to feminist analysis because of this"

(Casterson 215). Casterson goes on to say,

We did not want to reject or ignore her work because it doesn't fit into
any predictable pattern, because it canot be cited in the same breath as
that of contemporaries as diverse as Jean Rhys, Simone de Beauvoir, and
Virginia Woolf, who can be far more unproblematically 'claimed' as the
literary grandmothers of present day feminist wrters. On the contrary,
her writing presented itself to us as perhaps more engaging and
challenging because of the questions it raises about wrting and

femininity. (215)

Casterson's words echo those of Erica Jong (which we wil hear later) regarding Nin's

usefulness for the futue of women's wrting whether we "love her or hate her" (Jong

213). Just the fact of the polarty of opinion on her work should be enough to want to

keep her work circulating in our contemporary circles of women wrters and scholars.

Casters on continues that Nin

stands as another voice, makng different meanings and representations
of women. She is a dissonant element that asks to be heard in a long line
of women wrters who can sometimes, perhaps mistakenly, be registered
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as a fully-constituted orchestra playing in harony. She seems to be one
of those stereotypes (mother/witch/child/whore) we thought we had cast
off and as such, she is a clanging cymbal to us. (216)

Casterson's use of the word "cymbal" which is an obvious homophone for "symbol,"

helps her readers draw connections between the sound ofNin's "dissonant" voice in the

body of literatue by women and her weighty symbolic status. The message, cloaked in

a paricularly resonant metaphor, is that Nin's dissonance is not a disadvantage for, or

harful to the feminist movement. Casterson, in framing Nin as a complex and

contradictory symbol for "those stereotypes," allows us to study Nin and all her

complexities together because they are "playing in harony." Casterson ends her

introduction:

She was a problem in her lifetime, and accepted herself as such; and
now, when the importance of surrealist writing is fully recognzed in
America, she presents problems of a different nature for feminists. We
wanted to examine her as a problem, not dismissively or condemnngly,
but in a way which would perhaps reveal to us the inefficacy and
unhelpfulness, of blanet statements that feminists often make about
women wrters. (Nin's example affords us) a possible exercise, a
possible interrogation that can be made of a "difficult" woman writer.
(216)

Embracing Nin's "difficulty" allows us to include her in our studies of women wrters

and also enables us to see her doubly-marginalized status not only as a woman writer

but as an experimental wrter; the "difficulty" of Nin as a woman writer is exactly her

appeal, according to Casterson. If studying Nin makes us question what it means to be

feminine, a woman, a feminist, makes us question what literature is and what we want

women writers to address in their work, then this is a good reason to return to Nin; her

difficulty is her appeaL. 7
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Casterson fuher elaborates on Nin's position in a line of women writers. She

states,

So many other women writers had made their marks durng that time
(earlier this century) and subsequently disappeared, perhaps to be
rediscovered by our generation. Nin had, on the other hand, quite simply
but quite unaccountably (in the light of the tragedies in store for others,
notably Woolf and Plath, who made writing their choice) carried on
writing. The persistence of AnaÏs Nin was a question in itself. (215)

The fact that Nin did not commit suicide, Casterson notices, is considered, in many

ways, suspicious since so many of her "literar foremothers" and strong female

heroines in literature had. Suicide has become common among women writers.

Casterson is not the only critic to notice this trend and Nin's "persistence." Erica Jong

(who, if I can be forgiven for introducing early) comments not only on women wrters'

suicides, but on the broader context of their lives (many of which were filled with pain,

tragedy, and drama) and the scant amount of their wrting we have and study today.

She also sees the persistence of Nin in a line of women writers who have committed

suicide:

I suspect that no marred woman writer has ever succeeded as well in
sacrificing none of her work. Sylvia Plath's journals and literary remains
were partly destroyed. Laura Riding repudiated her early ar and hid by
changing her name. Virginia Woolf committed suicide in her prie.

Jean Rhys stopped wrting for decades, sun into alcoholism. Marna
Tsvetayeva, Ana Wickham, Sara Teasdale ended their own lives. Only
AnaÏs Nin and Colette went on writing as they ripened and left us all
they wished to leave. (Jong 207)

* * *

I wonder, though, to what extent a feminist critic who does not like Nin would

defend her against those male critics who attack her. In other words, would a
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masculinist, patrarchal reading of Nin's work inspire Nin's feminist adversares to

come to her defense, not necessarly as a fellow feminist but as a fellow woman?

Unfortately, I have not come across a bit of criticism like ths. But feminist critics

not only see her (non/anti) feminism as destrctive, they also criticize Nin for writing

poorly. So their problems with Nin are not just political: they are aristic as welL. In

Jelinek's piece, she documents several accounts not only ofNin's sexism but also of her

poor aristr (45). Whle the charges brought against Nin for poor aristr, to some,

might seem like a better reason to criticize her than because of her paradoxical

feminism, claiming that Nin is an unskiled arist echoes the misogynst criticism ad

feminam of Fran Baldanza which devalues Nin's wrting by associating her art with

her gender in order to diminish its importance and legitimacy. Further, this reading of

Nin's work eliminates the possibility of looking at it as experimental and tied more to

her literary playflness and penchant for performance than to her femaleness. As I wil

show, criticism that appeared in the 1990's and 2000's explores the performative

aspects of Nin's femininity, her critical reception, and broaches the subject of Nin's

erotica.

Contemporary Nin Criticism of the 1990's and 2000's, and Lookig Toward the
Future of Nin Criticism:

Looking back on my research, I realized that none of my sources was published

anytime after the 1980's. Why was it that most of the criticism I found, the most well

known criticism, was wrtten twenty years ago? What had been written on Nin
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recently? As I researched more recent publications on Nin, I discovered that the last

volume of Anaïs: An International Journal, a primarly academic joural which

published only on the life and writing of AnaÏs Nin, was published in 1997. Even

though there have been essays published on Nin, I found, since the disappearance of the

International Journal, the publication ofNin criticism has signficantly decreased. This

phenomenon, in many ways, is symptomatic of the problem with much of Nin criticism

we have seen since the 1950's; perhaps critics have given up on studying Nin. Is the

academic community so unable to come to terms with her contradictions?

The final published volume of the International Journal includes Ellen G.

Friedman's brief response to the collection, The Critical Response to Anaïs Nin (1996)

from which many of my own sources come. Friedman notes that the essays contained

in the volume "emphasize the woman over the writing" (122). Following a short survey

of the essays collected in this volume, Freidman argues that "although historically

signficant appraisals, no matter how qualified and negative, should be available to the

Nin scholar, this reviewer wishes that such old appraisals were balanced in the volume

by a greater number of thoughtful, longer, analytical new pieces" (Friedman 123).

Friedman then makes a call to action based on the recent (1997) interest in Nin ("New

biographies in English and German, the inclusion of Nin in critical evaluations of

women modernsts, several Modem Language Association Convention panels, and an

entire conference on Nin" (123)): "Perhaps such interest calls for a second volume of

Nin criticism, one that concentrates on newer critical perspectives now that we have this

historical volume" (123). Here Friedman argues that too much emphasis has been
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placed on Nin's life and character traits, and not enough on her actual wrting.

Although Friedman notices rising interest in Nin during the late 1990's, since then we

have seen less criticism than Friedman might have anticipated.8 We might notice as we

look at the Nin criticism from the 1990's and 2000's that while residual criticism ad

feminam and horizontal hostility toward Nin remain in many ways, (as well as those

biographical approaches that Friedman points out in her review) we also see a move

toward reading Nin's femininity as a performance (specifically in Tookey's essay).

Ths shift in Nin criticism might constitute the fulfillment of Casterson's call to "look

again" at AnaÏs Nin and an effort to care a place for her in a larger body of women's

literatue.

* * *

Much of Thrd-Wave Nin criticism has focused on eroticism in Nin's wrting,

specifically in her two books of erotica, Delta of Venus and Little Birds. Although his

essay, "Erato Thows a Curve: AnaÏs Nin and the Elusive Feminine Voice in Erotica" is

specifically about Nin's Delta of Venus and Little Birds, much of Edmund Miller's

approach to Nin and her wrting is consistent with pervious critics' problems with her.

Like others, E. Miler9 interprets Nin's style as sloppy, formless, careless, disorganzed,

and sexist (see Baldana and Jelinek). More consistent with Baldana's readings,

though, E. Miller's readings are presumptuous, and masculinist. Even though his essay

was published in 1997,10 we see the persistence of reading Nin as a different and lesser

other in comparson with male wrters.
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E. Miler repeatedly uses the word, "perversion" to describe Nin's erotica (recall

here Baldana's use of the word "vulgarty") and emphasizes the importance oflinear

plots that include material sexually arousing to men. We lear more about Edmund

Miller from reading this piece than we do about Nin's erotica. On one hand, he argues

that women, paricularly Nin, have no clue what men (he) find(s) sexually arousing

because, he implies, women and men have radically different tastes in sexually explicit

material (he lumps the categories of pornography and erotica together until a few

dismissive words at the end of his piece). He appeals to male critics for support while

discrediting many of his critical female peers' readings. He blindly and recklessly

sympathizes with the patron of the erotica (who demanded that Nin "leave out the

poetr. Concentrate on sex" (D V ix D and consistently puts words into his mouth about

his dissatisfaction with the material Nin produced for her wages:

On the whole, Nin does the literar job she sets out to do, but this was
not to arouse the patron. For one thing, it is surely improbable that the
patron was equally excited by all these perversions. Even if he

paricularly enjoyed variety and innovation, it seems probable that this
ver reaching for the unusual was what he was complaining of when he

asked for less poetry. (Miler 171)

He does not seek to complicate the erotica at all, and, in fact, actively simplifies what it

is doing in Nin's life, work, women's literature, and the rapidly growing genre of erotic

literature.

Additionally, E. Miler criticizes on a more personal level that her erotica is not

only offensive but also poor wrting. He wrtes, "obsessive self-representation shaped

her (Nin's) erotica" (164). He continues in his argument that Nin's erotica does not

work well as either fiction or erotica saying, "Their (the story's) tendency to thwar
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arousal is partly a consequence of the loose plotting, but may have derived in par as

well from a feminine misunderstanding of what works to arouse men" (Miler 166). In

this passage, E. Miler is complaining not only on the book collector's behalf (as per his

protest to poetry) but also on his own.

E. Miller laments Nin's ''ustrctued'' wrting form and attbutes it to

"laziness" and her poor skills. His aricle is riddled, in fact, with accusations of

carelessness and self-obsession, and with words attbuted to Nin and her writing such

as, "obsessive," "perversion," "abnormal," and "addiction." Further, E. Miller seems

angered by Nin's perceived inability to take direction well from her male patron: "Even

the explicit material she adds runs counter to the patron's directive. . . something the

patron specifically asked not to be included" (167-169). E. Miller seems paricularly

peeved that Nin, in her erotica, describes moments at which her male characters go

limp:

Probably the last thing a man wants in erotica is a description of
impotence. . . Although the Diary suggests that Nin could tell from his
voice that the patron (whom she never saw in person) must have been an
old man, she brazenly peppers her stories with descriptions of men
having recurrent erection problems or at least gone limp at some
paricular moment of erotic opportnity. (172)

E. Miler's outrage might seem overwought for some readers, laughable even, for he

paints Nin as a "brazen" woman whose ultimate goal is to spoil the sexual pleasure

which the men in her life demand of her. Nin is, in this light, at once defiant (because

of the aforementioned) and idiotic (because she clumsily, and failingly stubles and

gropes for what turns on Joe Male). Also, he likens this standard (the arousal of male

readers) to narrative drive which, in this juxtaposition, highlights the "lack" in Nin's
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femaleness and thus in her writing. Again, we might recall here Baldana's insistence

that Nin's femaleness has something to do with her literar "lack."

Assurng a universal standard of the erotic, E. Miller writes, "There is no unity

of plot or point of view. There is not even a unty of subject matter since the focus

shifts from one perversion to the next, without so much as a progress in debauchery"

(Miler 170).i Ths is another example of E. Miller's misreading of Nin's

characteristic style as stated above. He acknowledges only as a side note towards the

end of his piece that Nin's erotica could "perhaps" reflect a "female point of view"

(Miller 174-175) or the sexual tastes of women, stating:

The stories also sometimes show some insight into a specifically female
point of view. . . The proportion of explicit (but not necessarily clinical)
detail in Nin's erotica may be somewhat low for male tastes, as the
patron tred to explain to her. In compensation, she perhaps pays

somewhat more attention to the pleasure of sexual fulfillment attenuated
and delayed in a way likely to stir the imagination of women. But some
male pornographers do as much. However, while her stories typically
have a female point of view in the techncal sense, despite the occasional
insight, she is not consistent in presenting female understanding. (Miller
174-5)

Firstly, one might wonder how E. Miller has come upon the definition of a "female

understanding" of sex from a "female point of view" to bolster his arguent. Secondly,

he suggests that Nin's stories would be better in form, content, and level of arousal if

we consider these stories independent of one another so as not to confuse readers with

certain characters' adventues and identities. Or, E. Miler suggests, Nin should have

edited her stories in a more coherent maner in order to create consistency of events and

people. He wrtes that the disorganzation of her writing is a consequence ofNin's poor

editing and creates exceptionally bad fiction.
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* * *

Erica Jong's essay, "A Story Never Told Before - Reading the New,

Unexpurgated Diares of AnaÏs Nin," published in 1994 and reprinted in Philip K.

Jason's collection, The Critical Response to Anaïs Nin, positions Nin's life and work in

the tradition of Virginia Woolts, A Room of One's Own. Jong does not talk about Nin

in the context of the feminist movement, which, it seems, allowed her to talk about Nin

the woman, and Nin the wrter, without talking about Nin the activist (though, as I will

show, Jong might argue that Nin was indeed a feminist wrter even though she doesn't

explicitly say so). By locating Nin's writing in the wake of Woolts essay (as do

Gilbert and Gubar in their preface to the Norton Anthology of Literature by Women

(1985), and indeed several other Nin critics), Jong concretizes Nin's place in a feminist

literar canon. Jong revisits Woolts claims in A Room of One's Own in order to show,

not only that women's lives have not changed as much as we would like to think, but

also that Nin herself was a victim of her own circumstances as a woman, and did what

she could not only to surive, but to leave us all the writing she ''wished to leave" (Jong

206, 207). Jong wrtes that

AnaÏs Nin knew all these things long before my generation discovered
them. She knew she had to survve, find time to wrte, have money to
live, and somehow fulfill her sexual and literary potentiaL. Even though
she'd mared very young to a man who did not stir her sexually, she
loved and needed him. Though she idealized him recklessly, she also
knew that unless she was to live only half a life, she would have to
perfect deceit. The same holds tre for many women today. (Jong 206)

Here, Jong reminds us that Nin's deceit and continuous lying thoughout her life had

not to do with pure mischief, love of deception, and huring those she loved, but that she
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lied in order to survve and in order to maintain/create the kind of environment she

needed to wrte. Jong, in her reading, does not judge Nin's life choices, nor does she

confuse Nin's life with her ar as so many other critics do. Jong tries to understand the

circumstances under which such choices needed to be made while Jelinek hars on one

aspect of Nin's wrting that she finds problematic and even personally insulting. Jong

retorts, that "she left a body of work that other women writers can build upon. We can

love her or hate her. Either emotion wil be useful for our future writing. But she is

there like a mountain. She must be climbed" (213, emphasis added). Whle Jelinek

would like to promote the broadly defined "feminist cause" by excluding a female

literar figure, Jong would like to do the same by including her, complexities,

contradictions and all; Jong argues that "either emotion (love or hate) wil be useful"

(213).

Between these varng viewpoints there are gaping chasms that have not yet

been bridged. Erica Jong asks, "Why are there so few positions in between adoration

and detestation (when it comes to Nin's work)?" (205). She opens her essay with a short

surey of all the ways in which we might encounter Nin:

AnaÏs Nin: the very name conjures exoticism and eroticism. There
should be a specific word for this heady combination. In fact there is:
her own name, AnaÏs, which has become a perfme, a vast librar of

books, and almost museum-sized collection of photographs, and of
course the archetype ofthe contemporary wrter as woman. (Jong 205)

She continues, "Like any archetype, she is loved and hated - with the same evidence

being used for each canonization, each attack" (Jong 205). Here, Jong begins with this

somewhat obvious, yet rarely stated truth: that, critics either love or hate AnaÏs Nin, and
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use the exact same evidence to support their opposing points (see, for example,

Baldana and Jelinek). As we have seen, Jong is not alone in her observations of

critics' reactions to Nin. Critic and frend ofNin, Sharon Spencer, notes in her account

ofNin and her crtical reception that

AnaÏs is seen as either totally self-centered (i.e., the exhausted charge of
narcissism) or she is appallingly self-sacrificing. She is either angelic of
temperament or rabidly "Spansh" (i.e., given to scenes). She is either
delicately lovely or garishly made-up. (Spencer)

Indeed all of these readings of Nin are tre to the same degree. It is of the utmost

importance to note, though, and the grander purpose of this project is to show, how all

of these readings of Nin are true, yet do not encompass the entirety of Nin or the

possible interpretations of her work.

* * *

Gunther Stuman, in his aricle "Discretion and Revelation: The difficulties of

a secret life - AnaÏs Nin at ninety" (1993) provides a useful framework for talking

about Nin in a way different from how she has been talked about by many fans, critics,

and biographers. He discusses the ways critics interpret Nin's life and work in contrast

to the desires and ethics by which she lived her life. Stuman also talks about Nin's

own intentions for her work and her revelation (or concealing) of her private life and

thoughts. Stuman avoids drawing conclusions about Nin but ends on the open note

that Nin canot be figued out no matter how much research any biographer or critic

does on her, and no matter how much we return to her books for clues. She is, some

might say ironically (because she seems to plainly reveal her thoughts, emotions, and

daily activities in the Diary) impenetrable, her writing and life esoteric. Nin's
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impenetrability, though, is par of her appeaL. She is the guardian of her own life - both

private and public - even after her death.

Stuhlman discusses the representation of Nin's secrecy in critical work by

citing passages from Nin's Diary which represent her strggle. He also provides insight

into the ways he sees critics mistreating Nin in their work as well as delivers a kind of

warng to biographers and critics who wish to study Nin:

"I realize that the diar is a strggle to seize the most unseizable person
on earh. I elude my own detection," she wrote in the early 1930s. . .
Today, a handful of biographers, most of whom never met her, are on the
trail of AnaÏs Nin's secrets. Undoubtedly they wil unearh a slew of
biographical facts, names, dates, connections, which go beyond what is
recorded in the diary ("I do not tell all my lies - it would take too much
time"). But one suspects they may have trouble unraveling the mystery

of "the woman no man could hold," which seems safely enshred in the
labyrnthian folds of AnaÏs Nin's own work. (Stuhlman 124)

Stuhlman wars Nin critics to tread lightly as they investigate the life of this

controversial writer because only "the labyrnthian folds of' her work "enshre" the

"mystery of who she is. The image of the labyrnth and the words "enshrned," and

"mystery" cautions that when one enters into one of Nin's texts, they are liable to get

lost inside it. Also in this passage, Stuman embraces the contradictions in Nin's

Diary; he quotes a passage from the Diary which shows that Nin, herself knew that she

was a contradictory figure: "I realize that the diar is a struggle to seize the most

unseizable person on earh. I elude my own detection" (124). The self-acknowledged

contradictions in Nin's wrting are a fact of the Diary that isn't often brought to readers'

attention. Stuhlman's attention to Nin's awareness of her own contradictions
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combined with her rich emotional intelligence encourages readers to tr reading her in a

way that gives her due credit for the diffculty of being self-reflexive.

Further, critics often look to Nin's life to uncover the secrets of her writing.

Ths method of inquiry is symptomatic ofNin's near celebrity status in the last ten or so

years of her life on the university lectue circuit. She, as Helen Tookey shows, became

an iconic symbol of femininity and femaleness who many both admired and despised.

Knowing all they could about Nin became important to their understanding of her work.

But Stuhlman tells us that Nin strggled with the "tension" between her private and

public lives.12 He wrtes, "The tension between discretion and revelation, between what

she knew, what she had experienced, and what she còuld tell in her published work,

runs like a major arery through the pages of the original diaries" (Stuhlman 121). So

Nin remains esoteric.

* * *

Helen Tookey, in her essay '''I am the Other Face of You': Anais Nin, Fantasies

and Femininity" (2001) argues that Nin is an icon for diferent types of femininity and

that many feminists and critics want to read her as only one type of woman or another.

She explains why Nin's work inspires polarzed reactions using the idea of mirroring

and fantasy as the means by which women relate to her life and writing: she argues that

both avid critics and dedicated fans of her work want to make a fantasy of Nin -

everyone wants her to be what they want her to be and that her writing really lends itself

to this type of interpretation that vacillates so easily from one extreme to another. Nin,

Tookey continues, canot be pinned down, only to say that she is a controversial icon.
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In fact, Tookey argues, Nin herself creates these selves by using House of Incest as an

example of Nin's acknowledgment of her multiplicity. Tookey, like Jong, ultimately

argues that whether we love or hate her we are pulled, lured into her world. Tookey

states that the responses to Nin

are frequently characterized by extremes, both positive and negative.

Just as Nin in her texts depicts one woman playig out another's

fantasies of femininity, so Nin herself arguably comes to function in this
way for other women, becoming a kind of symbolic place-holder for a
varety of fantasies and images - both strongly positive and strongly
negative - of femininity. (307)

We might recall Jong's words here as she also discusses the polarized arguments of

various Nin critics while simultaneously serving as a kind of mediator between these

polarzed points of view (Jong 205). Tookey, Jong, and Casterson stand both in

between these camps of critical response, and outside of them as a means of revealing

not only the nuts and bolts of those arguents and their possible political motivations,

but also to illuminate and expand the possibilities ofNin's work and what it has to offer

us today. By talking about Nin as a symbol readers are encouraged to reconsider how

we have been thinkng and arguing about Nin; this project of re-thinkng,

recontextualizes Nin in the symbolic realm of femininity as a means by which to

emphasize her complexity as afigure.

Tookey continues to discuss the polarized response to Nin's femininity by

showing the ways that House of Incest is exemplar of Nin's relationship to her own

symbolic status, her kinship with other women, and some women's reactions to Nin

herself:
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Just as Nin portays Sabina as the embodiment of other women's

(conscious or unconscious) fantasies of womanood, so here Nin is
portayed in a similar way; and this symbolic role, I want to argue, is
central to understanding women's responses - both positive and negative
- to Nin. . . the best way to understand this exaggerated response is in

terms of Nin's fuction as a mobilizer of fantasies, a kind of symbolic
place-holder. (310)

We might consider, then, in light of Tookey's words, Nin's portayal of femininity as

performance and the ways in which that performative femininity is interpreted by

different women.

In Tookey's and Jong's work, we begin to see the emergence of thinkng ofNin

in a new way: their arguents reveal the complexities of a system of gender and the

ways in which one woman arist responds to, and indeed plays with that system of

representation. In other words, Nin does not perform her individual self (in terms of her

femininity or otherwise), but rather performs the system of representation, which makes

that system visible. Though Nin's performance of a woman writer according to the

gendered system in which she lives, she encourages her readers to see that system as

well. Nin, in her approach to this performance, uses her body as a sign experimentally

and self-consciously to reveal her complex relationship to this cultural system.

Because Nin is always tied to issues of femininity and "the female experience,"

and because these categories are always mobile and multifaceted, we might revisit the

question of what social strctures and categories are being reproduced in Nin's

reception? In other words, how, and to what extent, is Nin being used in order to

reproduce the categories in which we place women writers (or women in general)? To

what extent does Nin herself play with the categories being reproduced? We might
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recall here Casterson's and Tookey's words on Nin's adherence to "those stereotypes"

of women we thought we'd shed, yet which Nin embodies and pedorms.

Many of the problems feminist critics have had with Nin hinge on her adherence

to a traditional and essentialist idea of what a woman is, how she acts, what she feels,

and how she wrtes. As we have seen, feminist critics have baned her from identifyng

as a feminist wrter because of this. These critics, however, show horizontal hostility

toward Nin that does not, in the end, make their case against her any stronger. They

have labeled her as manpulative, overly emotional, sensitive, narcissistic, dependant on

the men in her life for emotional affirmation and financial support, and eager to please

others before pleasing herself (and in some cases, "selfishly" please herself before

pleasing others). We easily recognize these characteristics as those assigned to women

by a patrarchal cultue. Feminist critics who dismiss Nin for these reasons also ignore

the complexity of Nin, her work, and her representations of femininity.
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Third Interlude:

There's this drawing by Gonzalo of Anai"s Nin stuck between the pages of her
diary. A note appears at the bottom of the sketch in Nin 's hand that reads: "as Gonzalo
sees me." The picture is lightly drawn - elusive, almost transparent looking. The
oceanic figure has two flowers in her wave-like hair and empty eyes represented only by
two delicately drafed sockets framing two soft half circles. One can see the feather-like
outline of a slight hand reaching up from the bottom of the drawing.

Here is an artifact that seems signifcant to Nin 's life. Gonzalo was one of Nin's
lovers. In her biography written by Deirdre Bair we don't learn much about him as a
person. Just that his wife, Helba, was a dancer who had to stop practicing her art due
to an ilness. Nowhere do we learn that Gonzalo was an artist. The drawing looks

vaguely like Nin: her nose, the shape of her chin, and lips are all fairly accurate. But
something about the drawing makes her look like a shadow of herself

In the Bair biography we read that the men she was sleeping with at the time she
was sleeping with Gonzalo all represented a diferent need of hers:

Hugo: emotional and financial support
Henry: literary camaraderie and support
Gonzalo: passionate sex

"As Gonzalo sees me," she writes: we look at her, and she looks back through
h .. 13er writing.
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Chapter 2:

"A Beautiful Spectacle":

Anaïs Observed and the Visual Representations of a Woman as Artst

I fell in love with AnaÏs Nin as an undergraduate wrting my thesis on her two

books of erotica, Delta of Venus and Little Birds. It was only after reading several of

her books that I saw a picture of her. My frend Zoë knew that I was becoming

interested in Nin's work and bought me a postcard with her picture on it. In the

photograph, Nin sits with what appears to be a scrapbook on her lap, gazing past the

camera as if searching for words: her lips are pared slightly as if she is in the middle of

a sentence. Nin wears a long-sleeved, black dress with a scoop-neckline, and, sporting

her signature hair bun and pale face, she lightly leans the side of her head onto one half-

folded hand (with fingernails painted darkly), elbow perched on a nearby table, while

her other hand touches the cover of the book on her lap. On the back of the postcard,

we lear that the picture was taken in 1971, six years before her death. The postcard

blurb continues with a brief outline of Nin's important works and concludes with the

phrase, ". . .all her work is highy personal and unversally feminine." It wasn't until

much later that I began to question the validity of the phrase, "universally feminine."

Stil then, I was enamored with looking at Nin and rushed to see Anai's Nin

Observed: Portrait of a Woman as Artist (1973) the minute I learned my college librar

had a copy of the film. As I watched I took notes, which included many references to

Nin's elegance, grace, char, and boldness. For some reason, I felt closer to her work

than I had before I knew what she looked like: I felt that I understood her more deeply.
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Indeed I had a trans-time crush on Nin, which I fully admitted to myself as I admired

her poise and beauty via film and photographs.

I later leared that am not the only one to have had this crush, but at the time of

my first viewing of the fim, I had just begu to read Nin's work for the first time and

had not yet dipped in to her critical reception. This is not to say that I no longer think

she is beautiful - that would be quite untre. My view of her image has changed,

however, as I have become better read in Nin studies as well as more aware of Robert

Snyder's (the director of Anaïs Observed) representation ofNin and his sexualized and

reverent feelings for her. I do not claim here to be unbiased or completely objective, for

as we all must know, this is quite impossible. But with a wider knowledge of the ways

in which Nin's wrting and life have been constrcted and how she paricipates in that

constrction, I can now, I believe, be more fair to Nin and her work. I am also now

better equipped to interpret the film, Anaïs Observed. Why, I can now ask, is Nin's

visual image so important to study, scrutinize, admire, and, in some cases, chastise?

What does her physical image have to do with her wrting?

In this chapter I posit that par of why Nin's visual image is so important to the

way she and her work are criticized, is that she is a woman writer, living durng a

turning point in feminist thought14 and because she wrote extensively and with great

detail about women's sexuality and the ways in which ar and sex are both par of

women's creativity. Furthermore, as a socialite and, lover of sex, non-monogamy,

theater, and dance, Nin wore dramatic-looking capes, dark lipstick, and long dresses; it

is because of her almost caricature-like, traditionally feminine appearance (among other
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reasons perhaps beyond the scope of this particular chapter), that she was highly

scrutinized by Second-Wave feminists who sought to re-define what it meant to be a

powerful and liberated woman and what a powerfl, liberated woman looked like or

should look like.

As mentioned in Chapter 1, Helen Tookey, in her piece "I am the Other Face of

You: AnaÏs Nin, Fantasies and Femininity," (2001) discusses the ways Nin's femininity

is interpreted by different women including Second-Wave feminists and contemporary

Nin fans. She argues that Nin fans tend to see themselves in Nin by creating a fantasy

about who she is based on her wrting and photographs. Though identifyng with Nin's

varous types of femininity, social categories about women, women writers, and the

work of women writers are reproduced. In other words, the perceived importance of

visual images of Nin affects the ways we read Nin, and also the readings we make

possible through our existing ideas about her work and appearance. Note that it is not

unimportant that this discussion is paricularly relevant to the woman wrter since

women's bodies and physical appearance are already highy scrutinized.

* * *

In the following pages I use the film Anaïs Observed to consider Nin's physical

appearance and critiques thereof as they relate to the critical reception of Nin's work,

her relationship to the women's liberation movement of the 1960's and 1970's, and her

own paradoxical feminism (a feminism which, at once, can be categorized as

essentialist, sex-positive, sexist, and spiritual). Ultimately I argue that Anaïs Observed

is symptomatic of the larger problem of Nin's reception and that her femininity, which
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is at least in par performed, is at the center of this fascination with her image. Roland

Barhes, in his book Camera Lucida discusses this idea of performance by detailing the

ways that he edits or adjusts his own image as he is photographed. 
15 His analysis ofthe

process of being photographed is important to my discussion of Nin because Bares

allows for the possibility of self-transformation and authorial reconstitution of the

photographed; Nin, I argue, exercises this authorial editing in the film Anai"s Observed.

Barhes wrtes, ''Now, once I feel myself observed by the lens, everyhing

changes: I constitute myself in the process of 'posing,' I instantaneously make another

body for myself, I transform myself in advance into an image. . . no doubt it is

metaphorical that I derive my existence from the photographer" (10-1 i). Here we lear

that not only do viewers of visual images interpret the representation that is the

photograph, but the one being photographed "constitutes" and "transforms" themselves

in the process of being looked at. Barthes recounts that when he is being photographed,

he can feel himself "posing," makng for himself "another body" (10-1 i). Nin too

"reconstitutes" herself through posing for photographs and films; this authorial editing

allows for Nin, as others look at her, to look back. The act of "looking back" through

authorial editing is one of the ways Nin performs. Barthes reminds us that re-

constitution, transformation, and interpretation come from varous places and serve

different purposes, and that the world is constantly subject to interpretation because it is

constantly being reinvented by new eyes; he recognizes that visual images are

ambiguous, filled with layers of gazes and the splitting of the subject's identity through
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posing for the photograph. A photograph doesn't end with the image on the surace, but

rather, photographs have an interior life.

Barhes' reading of photographs is II stark contrast to a tradition that sees

photographs and film, especially of women, purely as a reductive spectacle. Laura

Mulvey as well as the director of Anažs Observed, Robert Snyder understands film and

photography as existing within the dichotomous arangement of the subject and the

objectl6. If we take this view, however, we loose sight of all the complexities of being

photographed and looking at pictues Barthes lays out for us in Camera Lucida; Barhes

wrtes that a splitting of the selves occurs when we are photographed as well as when

we look at pictues rendering the subject/object binar overly simplistic.

As I discuss Nin in the following pages, I want to keep in mind the ways in

which Nin reconstitutes herself when she is looked at (either consciously or

unconsciously). This is not to place any value judgment on either conscious or

unconscious reconstitution, for both Barhes and Nin teach that interpretation and

transformation by oneself or by others' eyes are entirely unavoidable.

* * *

Anažs Nin Observed: Portrait of a Woman as Artist was filmed in 1973 on a low

budget, four years before Nin's death. The director, Robert Snyder, had just completed

a film about Henr Miller titled, The Henry Miler Odyssey. It was through making the

Miller film that Snyder met AnaÏs Nin. During this time ofNin's life, she was in high

demand on the college lecture circuit and began doing intervews with magazines and

feminist scholars and critics. The majority of the film was shot at Nin's Los Angeles
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home where we see her engaged in varous activities such as playing with her dog, Pica,

swimming, sitting in her garden, and having tea. There are only a few scenes which

were shot outside of Nin's home; other places the camera follows her to are an ar

opening, a lecture, and a laser light show. Thoughout the film, we hear Nin's voice as

a voiceover talking about beginnng to keep her diar, her aristic influences, and who

and what inspires her on a day-to-day basis. There are a small handful of scenes in

which Nin is shown writing or revising. Nin usually appears alone with the exception

of a few recorded conversations between her and Henr Miller (with whom she talks

about her writing), Jean Varda, and Frances Steloff of the Gotham Book Mar. The film

also featues clips of other films in which Nin has appeared as well as shots of Nin

sifting through folders of old pictues of herself

* * *

As a staring point for analysis, we might take into consideration Nin's thoughts

on the project of making the film. In the seventh volume of Nin's Diary she wrtes

briefly about the making of the film. In her first reference to the film she wrtes that

Anaïs Observed began on the cutting room floor of Snyder's film about Henr Miler.

She writes, "Robert Snyder says Germany liked the Henr Miller film very much. . .

Now he wants to make one of me, and I do not know quite how to avoid it" (Diary

149). From this reference, readers do not get the sense that she is looking forward to

this project which Nin begins obliquely and even with a sense of dreaded compliance

("I do not know quite how to avoid it" (149)). Furher, she continues about the first

stages of filmmakng:
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Robert Snyder began to talk about how many shots of me he had taken
during his filming of Henr. So much left over that it would take little to
do a documentar of me. He made it sound like something that would
not take too long or too much work. So we began. Whenever I had a
free day, or whenever Bob was free we gathered at my house, set up the
cameras, and Bob, while not appearng on the screen, incited me to talk.
(Diary 183)

Here, Nin wrtes that it seemed to her as if makng the film of her was a kind of

afterhought for Snyder having completed his film on Henr Miler; Snyder made it

seem like fiming Nin would require quite a lot less time and effort than filming Miler.

Nin appears to be somewhat aware that Snyder's attitude toward a film ofNin was that

Anaïs Observed would be far less taxing and require far less attention.

Further, Nin notes that Snyder never appeared on camera, but that he prompted

her to talk by asking questions invisibly (in the film we don't hear the questions being

asked either) from the wings. Several effects occur from Snyder prompting Nin from

outside the frame of the shots: firstly, it highlights the voyeurism of watching Nin talk.

Having Snyder invisible to the gaze of the camera also allows audience members to

imagine themselves sitting down for tea with Nin rather than having Snyder's presence

interfere with the kind of fantasy of Nin he tres to create in the film; Snyder creates a

false sense of intimacy. Secondly, seeing only Nin as she answers the unheard

questions emphasizes Nin's interiority since she appears to be talking to herself.

Indeed, as we will see later, interiority, confinement, and encasement of identity are

themes throughout the film.

This interiority contrasts what Nin wrtes in the diar her hopes for the film

were:
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I never liked documentares which focused exclusively on the central
figure, never moving from one room, and with endless talk. I wanted to
include going out to the frends I was interested in, wanted to show the
whole world I lived in, the arists I admired, who had an influence on
me. . . The cameraman, Baylis Glascock, was exceptionally good, the
sound men (there were several) exceptionally bad. Bob was
handicapped by lack of money, so he accepted inexperienced sound men.
(Diary 183)

Nin did not want to be the focus of the film, but rather have her surroundings, her

context become the focus of the film. Whle the web of relations of her life was more

important to Nin, her physical self was more important to Snyder. In the film, viewers

notice that Nin does indeed talk about her frends and aristic influences, but the images

on the screen send a different message. While Nin talks about everyone but herself, the

images we see in the film are mostly of her. Nin wants her relationships and intimacies

to be visible; in her vision for the film she argues that by familiarzing the audience with

her surroundings, influences, and frends we can understand her better, while Snyder

focuses on imaging Nin as the singular object of interest in the film. Later I wil

discuss the ways that Nin, as a consequence of the demands put upon her by Snyder to

be the central image in the film, appears to edit her own representation from within the

film.

* * *

The film frames Nin as "a beautiful spectacle"; twice over the course of the film,

Nin repeats the phrase, "A woman alone creating is not a beautiful spectacle" (A 0).

Because this quote is repeated, it draws attention to itself as an important par of Nin's

aesthetic. The first time Nin speaks this phrase in a voiceover, the camera is looking at

Nin inside her house though a window. The second time we hear Nin speaking this
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quote, also in a voiceover, the camera also looks at her through a window as she wrtes

in her living room.I7 Whle this phrase itself asserts that Nin, sitting at the typewrter in

her house alone writing is not a beautiful site, the shots, suggest the opposite. The

framing of the shots of Nin as she speaks these words suggest that "a woman (Nin)

alone creating" is indeed "a beautiful spectacle"; Nin appears on camera, sitting at her

desk, hair and make-up done. As viewers gaze at Nin through the window of her house,

we can see the vague reflection of tree branches and sun-rays creating a halo of

shadows around Nin's face as she types. The shot, because filmed from the outside

looking in, evokes in viewers, the feeling of spying on Nin without her knowledge of

our presence. Looking at Nin through a window, keeps the audience at a double

distance from her: the audience is removed from her presence because the camera and

time stand between them, but seeing Nin through another lens - the lens of the window

- fuher distances viewers from her. Creating this distance between Nin and her

audience, on one hand, seems counter productive to Snyder's goal of creating a film that

could substitute for Nin's actual presence (as we wil see soon). On the other hand,

framing these shots as though we were spying disempowers Nin because she is

subjected to the gazes of both Snyder and whoever watches the film.

In addition to the shots of Nin through windows (of which there are more than

just these two!) there are shots of Nin sifting through pictues of herself, the camera

looking over her shoulder. Anažs Observed also includes clips of other films Nin has

been in. These shots and clips emphasize the importance ofNin's physical appearance
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by having Nin perform her looked-at-ness for the camera. Indeed these shots also might

reinforce Snyder's reading (as we will see later) ofNin as a vain female.

* * *

From the revelation of Nin's day-to-day activities viewers might notice the

careful separation of Nin's public and private lives. When we see her in her Los

Angeles home, she is almost always alone (of course with the exception of her dog Pica

and one scene in which students from Berkeley visit her for a discussion about wrting),

never accompanied by her late parner, Rupert Pole, who also lived in the house; we see

Nin sitting in the dark by the fire, which inspires feelings of intimacy with Nin, perhaps

even, evokes a feeling of seductiveness; Nin gazes contemplatively out the window

durng a cadence in her writing. Conversely, when we see Nin out, she is always

accompanied by many (mostly well know) Surealist and avant-garde artists. Even

though the film draws a distinction between her public and private lives, the camera

shots suggest that, if we look at her long and hard enough, we wil be able to penetrate

her private life, and ultimately, know the real Nin. The desire to, as well as the belief

that we can know Nin though her physical image, is evidence of the problem of the

reductive reception of her work.

In the film, for instance, viewers will notice the visual trope of encasement and

interiority of varous sorts; we see Lloyd Wright's glass houses, birdcages, shots ofNin

through windows, inside the house, through mirrors and glass, and Nin's expression of

her desire to live inside Varda's collages: all of these are examples of Nin's

encasement, restrction, and confinement, whether self-imposed or imposed by Snyder.
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It is important to explore the ways in which both Nin's admirers and adversares encase

her in their readings rather than liberating a broad range of identifications and possible

meanngs from her texts. Specifically, I wil fuher examine Snyder's motivations for

makng this film ofNin, and to what extent he takes part in her confinement.

* * *

Robert Snyder writes about the makng of the film in his book which is also

titled, Anaïs Nin Observed: Portrait of a Woman as Artist. This text serves as another

document that provides evidence of Nin's filmic constrction. Snyder wrtes that one

reasons for creating the book was to "offer another dimension to the full realization of

the subject (Nin) using some of the left over photo images from the filming process (x).

Additionally, the idea of creating a book version of the film Anaïs Observed originated

after Snyder created a book version of his film about Henr Miler, The Henry Miler

Odyssey (xi).

Snyder writes as if the larger purose of this project is to seduce and sleep with

Nin; the fist line of Snyder's introduction to the makng of the film is, "'Mythologize

her,' Henry Miler enjoined me when I started my film portait of AnaÏs" (Snyder 4).

Throughout the rest of the book, he does in fact refer to Nin as a myth and a mystery.

He continues,

To be sure, the ingredients for a myth were immediately apparent. . . So
this was AnaÏs Nin: beautiful, delicately allurng, gentle, but
unpretentious and with a tensile strength of mind and character; and most
graciously generous - but not inviting me into her privacy - mysterious.
All the ingredients of a Muse. And having entered my life from the
shadows, she faded back out. (Snyder 4)
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Snyder talks about Nin as a fetish object: not as though he was makng a movie with

her, but with reckless praise as though he was courting her (see also the passage below

where Snyder whispers into Nin's ear). Also he calls Nin a Muse, one who inspires

others but does not herself speak or create.

One of the most interesting bits about the making of this film and Snyder's

words on Henr Miler's encouragement of the project emerges if we recall Miler's

involvement in Nin takng up the project of wrting her two volumes of erotica. Snyder

wrtes, "Henr suggested that it would be a fine thing to film a session with AnaÏs: and,

indeed, it was. One session had led to another, in the course of which we became

frendly, potentially frends" (6). This situation, in which Miller acts as a liaison

between Nin and male patrons or arists, parallels the story of how the erotica, Delta of

Venus and Little Birds, came to be written: Miler is asked to write the erotica at a dollar

a page, and because he thought it a "castrating occupation," passes the job along to Nin,

who accepts (DVvii-ix). In a similar fashion, Miler encourages Snyder to film Nin. In

both situations, Miler acts as Nin's agent in the job of pleasing male patrons, the

process and product of which makes her subject to a male gaze. Additionally, Snyder

titles his film about Miler the "Odyssey," which invokes a sense of adventue, Homer's

great epic, and a kind of male bravery and privilege of bodily movement, while he titles

his fim ofNin, Anaïs Observed: Portrait of a Woman as Artist. Ths title invokes a

sense of passivity as Nin is gazed upon. Also, that the film is a "portrait" fuher

immobilizes Nin and subjects her to the gaze, but also invites audiences to see Nin not

as a living being or even an arist at all, but as a painting and muse for other arists'
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(Snyder's) inspiration. Indeed an entire section of the film focuses on Nin discussing

women muses who serve the aristic impulses ofmen.18

Further, if we retu to the above quote, we can see that Snyder uses the phrase

"One session led to another. . ." (6) which is a commonly heard phrase (however cliché)

in talk about budding sexual relationships (read, "one thing led to another. . ."). Here it

is more evident that one of Snyder' sgoals in making this fim is to cour Nin.

Snyder continues about an ar opening which he, Nin, and Miler attended:

I watched AnaÏs there, as, resplendent, she ascended the tortrous
baroque staircase. Laughing, I remarked to her what a beautiful little
surealist ar short could be made by simply filming her, slow motion,

through the open stairwell as she walked up the steps and floated along
and around each balustraded landing, up and around, and on out through
the vaulted glass roof. (Snyder 6)

In this passage, like in the previous passage, Snyder fetishizes Nin by not seeing her as

a person, but as a piece of arork. He calls his imagined film short a ''beautiful little

surealist art short," which uses the diminutive, "little," and "ar short." Furher, and

perhaps more importantly, is the way he describes this potential piece, using words such

as "beautiful," "slow motion," "floated," ''baroque,'' and "resplendent." All of these

words invoke a kind of airy and fragile image ofNin, which is decorative and is meant

to be savored with the use of "slow motion." Snyder also uses the word "tortrous" in

reference to the staircase, or perhaps, Nin's movement on the staircase. That the

staircase, as she moves, slow motioned, is tortrous, can be read as a kind of tease:

Snyder elongates and sexualizes Nin's process of ascending the staircase by using this

word.
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Additionally, Nin has expressed in many places in her Diary, interviews, and

fiction, her personal and aristic identification with Marcel Duchamp's painting, ''Nude

Descending a Staircase," an experimental piece depicting a "moving figure" that

"abstracts and therefore disassembles the identity, the 'factual' details, of the nude

woman herself' (Stuhlman 122).19 In the above passage, Snyder sees Nin, however

aptly in the case ofthis paricular painting, as a piece of art rather than as a person.

Also in his printed introduction to the makng of the film, Snyder recounts the

reasons why he might not make the film of Nin, one of them being, "her shyness, her

timidity, and the matter of invading her private life. And, also, that female vanity: 'You

know, I'm not as ingénue anymore'" (Snyder i 0, emphasis added). One wonders, given

what we already know about Nin and Snyder's intentions in the filmmakng, to what

extent Nin is actually "shy" and ''timid'' and to what extent her "shyness" and

"timidity" is perceived by Snyder. Snyder also refers here to Nin's "female vanty" as a

thing that might have held up the production of the film because, according to Snyder,

Nin lamented the loss of her youthful beauty. The way Snyder phrases his concern, not

"her female vanity," but rather, "that female vanity" makes it seem like vanty is an

essential quality in women as if to say "oh, there she goes again with 'that female

vanty.'" In the entirety of his account, we find no evidence of Nin's vanity, only of

Snyder's over-focus on her flesh.

Snyder also discusses cinematic technique and its role in emphasizing the hyper-

femininity of his subject. He notes that "Baylis (the director of photography for the

film) agreed that the aura that surounds her (Nin) could best be served through soft
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focus" (10). Here again we see evidence of Snyder's perception of Nin as a fragile,

delicate being whose beauty "could best be served through soft focus" because of the

"aura that surounds her" (10). What is this aura? The aura of fragility? Delicacy?

Elusiveness? Ths aura, it seems apparent now, originates not from Nin, but from

Snyder. What about Nin would best be served by "soft focus?" Is Nin herself already

slightly "out of focus" when seen "in the flesh?" Or perhaps Nin is in-focus and Snyder

believes that by un-focusing her image that audiences might see her beauty more

clearly? Is the perception that Nin is "out of focus" in congrence with the way not

only she has been photographed and filmed, but the way other's perceive her? Her

writing?2o

To further expound on the extent to which he tries to cour Nin durng the

makng of his film, I offer another Snyder quote: "Hmm. This was not the first time I

had been privately ponderig this attractive idea. But, I reminded myself, I'm not into

her work - remembering almost simultaneously that when I stared the Miler project I

was not much more into his either" (Snyder 9). Weare reminded here that Snyder sees

Nin not as a human arist but rather as a "project." He uses the phrase, "privately

pondering," (the alliteration, perhaps, draws attention to the "aristic intentions" behind

the decision to make the film?) which implies his fantasizing about Nin. Also, Snyder

had to remind himself that he is "not into her work" (read: "she's not my type").

Snyder refers to "this attractive idea," but it is unclear whether this attractive idea is

filming Nin, or Nin, herself Why, we might ask ourselves, is Nin the embodiment of an

"attactive idea" but not an attactive reality? Are we meant to thnk that Nin is not an
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attactive reality until Snyder makes her so through the film? In other words, Snyder

seems to make Nin into, through the film, an idea, or even an ideal woman rather than a

fallible, feeling, creative human being. Additionally, twice on one page he refers to Nin

(or the making of the film - it is unclear which) as "a new voyage of discovery

(Snyder 10). She is figued here as the metaphor of the dark continent, the

undiscovered, untraveled land that Hélène Cixous uses to talk about women's bodies

and women's writing (which she argues are inextrcable) (483).

As Snyder describes the first day of filming Nin, he uses, once again, the

language of courship. One passage reads:

We arved with a modest amount of equipment and an immodest

amount of brass to flesh out a myt in twenty-four frames per second-
a film portait of a woman as arist. It was a gray day, and we bewailed
the lack of natual light when suddenly, as occasionally happens in Los
Angeles, the clouds precipitated into rain. Knowing the shower would
be short-lived, we moved hurredly to the edge of her little pool, and,
equipment, crew, and star protected by the overhanging eaves of the
house, I knelt down and whispered, "How and where did it all begin?"
(Snyder 10)

From this passage, we hear the echoes of many romance movies which depict very

conventional stories of budding heterosexual love: the man and the woman are out on a

date, or perhaps they meet unexpectedly and find themselves laughing together like old

frends. On their walk home after the sun has set, it suddenly begins pouring rain and

the two have to run for shelter, ar in arm, to the nearest store-front awning, where they

look each other in the eyes and kiss passionately as they stand there in soaking clothes.

Ths fantasy that exists in mainstream, Hollywood-produced movies21 really cares

over into Snyder's makng of his Nin film. In his description, we have all the elements
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of this normative, albeit unrealistic, hetero-romance: the beautiful woman, the pinning

and adoring man, the unexpected rain, and the intimate gesture of Snyder kneeling

down (as if proposing marage?) to whisper into his love's ear.

In our discussion of varous scenes from the film, one might wonder at this point

what each scene has in common with the next; in the film viewers are given varous

snapshots of Nin completing various tasks, talking to different people, and inhabiting

different types of spaces. So what is it that holds this film together with no obvious

progression of the narative of Nin's life, and no apparent commonalties of subject

between scenes? The one recurrng trope in the film is the emphasis on Nin's physical

appearance over her words. In each scene, no matter where she is, what she is doing, or

with whom she is interacting, her body is essential; Nin's body as spectacle is the

source of continuity in the film.

* * *

In his text, Snyder emphasizes the importance of Nin's physical image over her

words. He recalls that at the first public showing of the film, he realized how "awful"

the sound was during the opening sequence, and that Nin and the film crew needed to

go "into the sound studio" (Snyder 107):

(O)n that mood-setting opening sequence there was too much freeway
noise that had carelessly been picked up by the sound recordist (who was
probably so entranced by the subject on his first encounter, as we all
were, that he used the wrong mike). It was overwhelming the fragile
voice doing a gray, tear-drop "interior monologue." (Snyder 107)

Further, Snyder recalls that even after the dubbing of Nin's voice in the studio, the

sound stil wasn't great. Snyder believes that the poor sound quality was due to the
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sound recordist being so "entranced by the subject (Nin)" (107) that he could not

concentrate on doing his job well; Nin's physical presence is far more captivating than

her words on her wrting. Snyder decided that even though the sound was stil not right

after dubbing Nin's voice over the video that it was good enough because while the

sound was a loss for Snyder it was not as important as captung the visual ofNin. The

result of the dubbing is that her voice sounds mechanical, jerky, and almost inhuman as

she sits by her pool-side in the rain, starng off into the water. Also, Nin moves very

little in this opening scene, so all we see is her starng off like this as the mechancal

voice tres to catch up with her mouth movements. Nin, in her long, flowery dress,

seems to blend in with the landscape of her garden, like a lawn ornament or garden

sculpture. Seeing Nin as an immobile figue with an electronic-sounding voice de-

humanizes her and turns her into an object for the purposes of visual consumption by

fore grounding her physical appearance.

Moreover, we might reflect further on the title of the film, Anaïs Observed,

which points viewers to the important par ofthe film: Nin's body. The title says, "This

movie isn't really about AnaÏs Nin or about her wrting, her life, or anything of

consequence. . . we're just going to look at her." Indeed Snyder himself confirms this

goal for the film:

Moreover, she knew I would make a film of her, rather than about her.
A film might even serve as a substitute for her live presence and meet the
growing demands of colleges and other institutions for lectues,
seminars, and an altogether impossible schedule of one-night-stands.

(Snyder 10)
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Firstly, here Snyder concedes that the film was meant to be, and indeed is a fim ofNin,

not about Nin. In other words, who Nin is, what her wrting is all about is of no

importance, or at the most, of radically less importance that how Nin physically looks.

Furher, Snyder emphasizes this goal of captung Nin's physicality by setting out to

create a film ofNin that could "substitute for her live presence" (10) in a kind of virtal

reality simulation, not much different from other visual material which serves to stand-

in for "the real thing" (read: pomography).ii Further stil, Snyder jokes that we need

his film because it is difficult to schedule Nin for a lecture due to her "altogether

impossible schedule of one-night-stands" (10). Why joke about this here? Snyder

seems to think that by capturing Nin 's body on film, we can know (possibly in a sexual

way as well as in an intellectual way) Nin.

To those who study her, critics and artists alike, Nin's body and physical

presence are extremely important. Lauretta Harrs, for instance, in her short piece,

"Reflections on AnaÏs Nin" relays her encounter with Nin at a 1972 lecture.

Thoughout the scant text, Hars refers to Nin as a "geisha doll," a "china shop,"

"lady," "teetering on the brink of emotion," "timid," "half-tamed," "polite," and

"lovely." Hars has thoroughly achieved the tone of a bumbling high school student

giddily revealing her first lesbian crush. Aside from the overly doting attitude of Hars,

her account showcases the kind of elation, nervous energy, and saccharne crushes

Nin's physical presence inspires in many of her fans. It is because so much importance

is placed on Nin's body (seeing Nin "in the flesh") that this text becomes more than the

rantings of a fan, but exemplar of many fans' reactions to her close physical proximity,
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including Snyder's. I argue that this is a naïve view of what representation is: reduction

to physical image.

Among my records of encounters with Nin, there are countless recorded

interviews with Nin, several fims in which Nin appears, paintings and drawings, and

many, many more photographs. We also have many first-hand accounts ofNin which

detail encounters with her both intimate and from a distance. It is important to note

here that not all those who come into contact with Nin either physically or through

reproductions of her image, find her to be the delicate, charing, quiet, "lady" Hars

and Snyder see. Remember here again Sharon Spencer's reading of the reception of

Nin's image: "(Nin) is seen as either totally self-centered (i.e., the exhausted charge of

narcissism) or AnaÏs is appallingly self-sacrificing. She is either angelic of

temperament or rabidly "Spanish" (i.e., given to scenes). She is either delicately lovely

(how Snyder sees her) or garishly made-up" (Spencer). We wil notice here that these

are interpretations not just of her physicality, but specifically of the way she pedorms

femininity.

Indeed, as mentioned above, Helen Tookey discusses the different ways Nin's

critics and audiences read her "perceived embodiment and espousal of 'conventional'

femininity" (319) as it relates to her visually. She recounts Claire Messud's story of

one of her male professors swooning over Nin, repeatedly praising her "pedect"

femininity and grace. Tookey argues, however, that the professor's emphasis on Nin's

pedection "ironically suggests the exaggerated nature of her feminine appearance"

(Tookey 319 - 320). She continues to quote a passage from Deirdre Bair's biography of
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Nin, which describes Nin sporting "ribbons and flowers. . . piled high on her hair,"

"dramatic capes," and a "painted" face, "lips dead white" (Tookey 320). Tookey

comments:

Here Nin appears as a grotesque caricatue of a glamorous and sexy

young woman, a freakshly exaggerated version of femininity that should
not be walking the streets in 'broad daylight'. . . Bair's description of
Nin stalking the streets of Greenwich Vilage in her cape and pancake
make-up is redolent of Hamer horror, an image of something

monstrous or vampiric. (320)

Both interpretations of Nin's femininity are par of larger commentar on her physical

image and are used to either praise Nin for being graceful, delicate, fragile, and soft or

as "monstrous," not "perfectly" "elegant" and "feminine." Clearly Snyder adheres to

the former interpretation of her appearance; Snyder recapitulates this view of Nin,

which is already a par ofNin's reception.

These polarized views of Nin are not restricted to male critics either. Tookey's

argument about Nin's physical appearance extends beyond film and is reproduced in

other places. Estelle Jelinek wrtes about the experience of attending one of Nin's

lectues. She writes that after reading quite a bit ofNin's work on the recommendation

of her frends and being radically "bored" by it, she decided to attend a lecture Nin was

giving in Berkeley. She recalls, ''Nonetheless, I kept looking for the real Nin. . . I paid

my $15, convinced that I could not help but be turned on by her if only I saw and heard

her 'in the flesh'" (Jelinek 45). Jelinek continues, "When Nin appeared on stage, the

audience seems to gasp in unson and pay homage to her with 'Ooh' and 'Aah' and

'Isn't she lovely!'" (46). Even Jelinek, who despised Nin's writing and "fake" feminism

(as we lear later in her essay), emphasizes the importance of Nin's flesh not only to
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other audience members, but also to herself in her desire to find "the real Nin."

Additionally, like many critics often describe their crushes on Nin (and not just literar

crushes) Jelinek too was hoping to be "turned on by her." Later in her essay, Jelinek too

describes Nin's physical appearance in the film Anaïs Observed, referencing Nin's

"seductive" posing and "serene reclining" as if to sexually entice the viewer (46).

Jelinek here sees Nin's image in the film as one that perpetuates harful stereotypes of

women and femininity. It is important to remember here that all of these readings on

Nin's (perceived) femininity are based on observations of her physical presence, not on

her wrting.

It seems clear that Nin's body and visual image are important to the way critics

read her writing as well as her feminism. We pay attention to her image not only

because she was a woman artist (and women's bodies, as mentioned above, are already

highy scrutinized and commodified) but, I think at least in par, because Nin's life is

already on display through her writing, specifically in her Diary. It is this revelation of

Nin's private life that, perhaps interests critics in finding out more about Nin to fully

expose her. Additionally, Nin wrote quite a lot about sex, sexuality, intimacy, and the

body. Critics might see this as a signal to look at her own body for hints as to how to

read her wrting and to understand her complex emotional life. Recall here Gunther

Stuhlman's aricle on the "difficulty" of Nin's secrets: Stuhlman sheds light on the

desire of crtics to reveal/expose Nin's life (read: to put her on display); it is this desire

to expose that can also be read as a desire to dominate and overpower through acquiring

knowledge of the "esoteric" secrets of Nin's life (124). We see the supposed
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importance of exposing Nin and makng her vulnerable even more so in reading of

Nin's physical appearance. Critics then, use the same approach as Nin in reading her

work by seeing an external version (read: "physical version") of a person's inner world.

In other words, critics might take their cue from Nin that her embodiment is a

representation of her iner emotional and psychological world.

Indeed in the film, Nin comments that "wrters are always dealing with

abstractions" (AD) and so it follows that physicalizing and externalizing those

abstractions seems important for both Snyder and Nin. Towards the end of his textual

commentar on his film, Snyder discusses with Nin the way she dresses. He writes,

Since she is always beautifully gotten together, I talked to her about
dress. She used the phrase an ethical aesthetic (or was it an aesthetic
ethic?) for herself as well as others. Would you, then, clean your pool in
a pary dress? Why not? And she disappears into her room, reappearng
radiant in a white pary dress. We grab the cameras and she picks up a
long pole and stars to clean the pool. (Snyder 110)

We read here a certain thrll in seeing Nin beautifully dressed and doing housework.

What matters to Snyder is not the phrase Nin used to talk about her dress ("or was it an

aesthetic ethic?" (110)) but how she looked after she "slipped into something more

comfortable" and reappeared, "radiant," in her white pary dress.

In the film, as we watch Nin clean the pool in her white pary dress, we hear her. .
say II a VOlceover,

I never thought of costume purely as an act of seduction. I thought of it
as an aesthetic necessity, an essential to the totality of our lives. . . Some
people wil really believe that I do clean the pool in this pary dress
because I have given the impression of giving costue a great deal of

importance. But it is a theatrcal and aesthetic importance and just as
much for the delight of woman's eyes as for man's eyes. (Snyder 111)
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Whle Snyder interprets Nin's actions and dress as an act of seduction, Nin says

otherwise. Nin says that she "has given the impression of giving costume a great deal

of importance" and that "it is a theatrical and aesthetic importance" (Snyder 111,

emphasis added). In other words, Nin signals her viewers that the impression she gives

regarding her costue is not necessarly the truth of her experience with dress. Furter,

Nin distinguishes between actually carng about her dress and the theatrical

performance of dress; Nin clarfies that it is her performance of grace, beauty,

seduction, and femininity that her fans identify with, which is not necessarly based in

any "reality" of who Nin is. Nin then, we might infer, heavily values her embodiment

of a type of femininity through the act of performance. The body and dress are

displayed as creative construction; Nin sees the relationship between the body and dress

as an aristic principle. She tres to captue the unconscious through physical

representations; the physical then, for her, reveals something about our wishes and

desires because it is a manfestation of, or represented in the psychologicaL. In other

words, the physical is important to Nin but not because it is physical, but rather because

it is a representation of her psychological and aristic self; other feminist critics (such as

Jelinek) understand her physical representations as sexual and thus dangerous and

insulting to women and the feminist movement, or as Snyder understands Nin's

physicality: as an exciting, unfettered, unmediated femininity.

Here it is easy to see why many feminists do not like Nin: because she seems to

emphasize the importance of her body through costume. But how does she make this

paradoxical representation of female identity work for her? As I showed in Chapter 1,
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Nin's lived and represented paradoxes are symptomatic of the way we read her

contradictions. One approach to this important paradox about Nin's feminine identity

might be to retu to Nin's acknowledgment of the performative aspect of her dress;

when we think of Nin's physical appearance and costume as play or pedormance, we

might begin to see Nin more as an experimental actor of sorts than as an idealized

version ofhyper-femininity.23

Many critics have looked at Nin's appearance and commented on her physical

and specifically feminine beauty. I would like also to point out that Nin, who loved

performance, drama, and costume, self-edits her own image from within the film by

performing femininity in excess.24 In other words, Nin is able to adjust her own image

in order to change her encasement by Snyder. Though exaggerating his expectations of

her - not by doing what he wanted, but by performing what he wanted - Nin talks back

to the viewer of the film. She inserts herself into Snyder's vision of her by parodying

femininity and seductiveness. She calls attention to her own desirability by going

overboard in her compliance with Snyder's expectations. Snyder did not ask Nin to

change into a pary dress to clean the pool. Nin makes explicit in her voiceover durng

this scene that she is indeed performing the "theatrcal and aesthetic importance"

(Snyder 111) of dress, or costume not just for Snyder's eyes, but for her own pleasure as

a lover of play.

How does Nin's attention to pedormance through costume add to our

understanding of Nin's femininity and its role in her reception? Judith Butler, who

wrtes extensively about gender pedormance, discusses pedormance as "one domain in
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which power acts as discourse" (11). In her essay titled "Critically Queer," Butler notes

that gender pedormance requires "a certain 'citation' in order for a viable subject to be

produced" (18) and that ths cultual "citation" is what makes the system of gender roles

and expectations visible. So Nin's representation of femininity is a pedormance that

makes visible the system that allows critics, including Snyder, to scrutinize her

appearance. Butler continues that "pedormativity, then, is to be read not as self-

expression or self-presentation, but as the unanticipated resignfiability of highly

invested terms" (24). I have been arguing that it is exactly the terms of Nin's hyper-

femininity that Snyder's film highights and that through this spectacle of hyper-

femininity, Nin has the power to resignify. Nin then, according to this reading does not

"express" her femininity as something innate to her self,25 but rather as a means to

"resignfy" what being "feminine" looks like.

Furher, Butler concedes that not all gender performance is subversive. She

argues that determining whether or not a performance is subversive

(IJs not simply a matter of situating pedormances in contexts. . . Rather,
subversiveness is the kind of effect that resists calculation. . . The reach
of their signfiability cannot be controlled by the one who utters or
writes, since such productions are not owned by the one who utters them.
They continue to signify in spite of their authors, and sometimes against
their authors' most precious intentions. (Butler 25)

According to this assessment of what constitutes subversiveness, Nin's pedormance of

femininity in Anaïs Observed is indeed subversive because it "resists calculation.,,26 If

the pedormance was not subversive, critics would not be so fascinated by her

appearance and her femininity would not be the object of such scrutiny. In other words,

critical debate over Nin's visual image and the importance thereof is not only a
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symptom of the problem of her reception, but also evidence that Nin's performance of

femininity works to reveal a gender system which scrutinizes women's appearances.

As we discuss Butler, and Nin as a performer of femininity, I would like to

revisit Barhes' comments on the act of posing for a photograph and the way in which

posing changes his body. He wrtes, "I lend myself to the social game, I pose, I know I

am posing, I want you to know that I am posing, but (to square the circle) this additional

message must in no way alter the precious essence of my individuality" (Barhes 11-12

emphasis added).27 Here Barhes clarfies that the ways he poses and likewise the way

his poses are interpreted, are culturally contextualized. From this we might

acknowledge that as a woman, Nin is looked at and interpreted differently than male

artists, and further, Nin "poses," reconstitutes, or interpellates herself (not just for

photographs, but also for interviews, in her fiction, non-fiction, etc.) differently than a

male arist might.

In addition to discussing the ways he reconstitutes himself as he poses, Barhes

argues that "this additional message must in no way alter the precious essence of my

individuality" (11-12). Here readers might find themselves concerned by Barhes'

assumption that there is such a thng as "the precious essence of. . . individuality" (11-

12) that can be preserved. Nin would argue that there is no "core" of a person's

individuality because people have the potential to be more than one thing

simultaneously. If we read further in Barthes, though, he addresses just this concern:

In front of the lens, I am at the same time: the one I think I am, the one I
want others to think I am, the one the photographer thinks I am, and the
one he makes use of to exhibit his ar. In other words, a strange action: I
do not stop imitating myself, and because of this, each time I am (or let
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myself be) photographed, I invarably suffer from a sensation of
inauthenticity, sometimes impostue. (Barhes 13)

Here Bares allows for the possibility of one person experiencing and pedorming a

multiplicity of sensations and ideas at once. Like Butler, Barthes' account calls

attention to all that is at work in any kind of pedormance whether for the camera, in

drag, or on a day-to-day basis. The concept of "imitation" is akin to Butler's concept of

cultual "citation" because both acts require that a multiplicity of identities, intentions,

and cultural forces be at work simultaneously in relation to gender roles. For Barhes,

all is interpretation, even from the perspective of the self being interpreted. A

consequence of this multiplicity, Barhes laments, is suffering the "sensation of

inauthenticity, sometimes imposture" (13). Barhes' unease here echoes Nin's

experience of expressing multiple, and often contradictory feelings and identities. Nin,

however, realizes that this does not necessarly make her an impostue; rather Nin's

critics characterize her as a liar and deceptive.

Quite a lot of these accusations, we have seen, stem from depictions of Nin and

people's encounters with her in person. Anai's Observed likewise, is Snyder's attempt at

smoothing over Nin's complexities as a woman arist based on his narow

interpretation. Nin reacts to her encasement by Snyder, by performing an exaggerated

version of the feminine, graceful muse he believes her to be. Her "pose" or her

performance is that which seeks to interrpt the din of the polarzed interpretations of

her femininity.
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Fourth Interlude:

My last moments at the Anaïs Nin archives were rushed. I thought the special
collections room closed at 7:00 with the rest of the library. It turned out that it closed
at 5:00; two hours lost. As the clocked crept closer to the end of my visit I sped through
as many boxes of Nin's material as I could.

I felt my heart racing as I sifed through the boxes making split second decisions
about which notebook I wanted to look at next because I did not have time to view them
all. I asked myself "What makes me choose the ones I do?" I realized I was picking the
ones that I found to be the most visually intricate, layered, and complex. The more to
look at rather than read, the better. It was wonderful to read her handwriting and to
see her lettering, but what really drew me throughout my time in the Special Collections
reading room were the drawings, photos, sketches, grocery lists, and the variety of
paper textures I found there. I can read the published diaries - I can buy them in a
bookstore. I cannot, however, buy the birthday card I found in a folder filled with
letters from fans, friends, and lovers. I cannot buy the snapshots of Nin with flowers in
her hair, basking on driftwood and beach rock by the Pacifc Ocean. So glamorous!
Were they intentional poses?

Why do I emphasize "buying" Nin's writing and ephemera? Why should
buying, possessing, owning pieces of Nin be so important? Is it a strange, masculinist
critical part of me whose impulse it is to "conquer" an author? Or is it the impulse of a
lover, whose urge it is to ravish the person that excites me - to bring them as close to
me as possible? Or maybe my quick impulse to own Nin has to do with the capitalist
culture in which I live, so embedded in me that I even want to own peoples' spirits and
not just new clothes and books. But I must resist this urge to commodif Nin, to
objectif her.

Amongst those artifacts which I hastily but gently touched was an oversized,
original printing of House of Incest. I only held it open for a few moments, flipping
carefully through the pages. I flipped them twice to feel the repeated mini-breeze from
the pages that flopped inertly to the table top, trailing a small gust of old-book-smell
behind. I saw the blur of original engravings fluttering past, the thin lines of letters,
and the oceanic hand of Nin 's signature on the title page. Before placing the large
book back in its folder for safe keeping, I deliberately turned to my favorite page in the
book; it is the page on which I read the words:

I AM THE OTHER FACE OF YOU

THIS IS THE BOOK YOU WROTE

AND YOU ARE THE WOMA

I AM28
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Nin, right from the beginning of the text speaks to the reader, creating a sense of
intimacy and relaying the importance of developing a human connection with her
readers.
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Chapter 3:

Turning the Mirror: House of Incest and Anaïs Nin's Experimental Identity

After writing about House of Incest for about a month I found that I was

contradicting myself quite a lot as I tred to develop a sound reading of this complex

poem. I realized that I was becoming frstrated with my inability to make a complete

argument without playing a rather convincing game of devil's advocate with myself.

What, I asked myself, am I missing? AnaÏs Nin's wrting is paradoxical, always

looking in on itself, criticizing, revising, and negotiating from within. The self-

reflexive nature of her work makes it diffcult to make any final argument about it

because the text is constantly contradicting itself and its own arguents. As a result, I

found myself mimicking this approach in my own wrting about Nin's work. I found

myself guilty of just what I have accused other Nin critics of: tryng to make the wrting

and life of Nin represent only one thing at a time and to fit those representations and

meanng into one box, for better or worse. I have long thought that Nin deserved quite

a different type of attention, and I set out to give her that attention in this chapter. It is

time I step back enough from inside the enveloping, "labrynthian folds" (Stuhlman

124) ofNin and the world of House of Incest to give her the kind affair treatment I'd

hoped to.

* * *

In ths chapter, I want to provide one of many possible fair readings of one of

Nin's most read texts. In House of Incest Nin gives us many signals as to how we

should read her work.29 One might ask, "How do you know that Nin is giving us
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signals?" I can answer simply by pointing to the very first sentence of her text which

reads, "ALL THAT I KNOW is CONTAINED IN THIS BOOK WRITTEN

WITHOUT WITNESS, AN EDIFICE WITOUT DIMENSION, A CITY HANGING IN

THE SKY" (HOl). If we think about the cultural importance of "witnessing" we might

conjure thoughts of legal processes as well as the authorization and proof of truth.

Nin's text actively resists this need for a witness ("WRITTEN WITHOUT WITNESS")

by writing an autotelic text. In other words, Nin's trth (the trth of her experience

which she recounts in the pages of this text) requires no witness because her wrting30

constitutes its own purpose; House of Incest is a self-sustaining text that constitutes its

own purose for being written and resists the "intrusion" of readers. The autotelic text

ironically has the effect of shutting critics out of reductive interpretation because the

text interprets and re-interprets itself independent of critics. Indeed, as I wil show,

House of Incest teaches Nin critics the uselessness and even damaging approach of

reductive interpretation.

As I noted in chapter one, critics are quick to revoke Nin's agency as a writer.

Critics allude to a sloppiness or chaos to Nin's writing, denying her ability as an arist to

make certain choices for her work and then car them out for a specific reason

(Baldana 10, Miler 167-169, Jelinek 45). Nin, by beginnng with this sentence,

addresses her audience directly, teaching them how to read her text. So this text is not

experimentation with randomness, but rather a deliberate exploitation of the

relationships between ar and life.
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House of Incest, largely understood to be a surrealist recording of a series of

dreams, was first published 1936 as Nin's first work of fiction (though it is also

commonly referred to as a prose poem). The text is divided into seven sections and,

though not a linearly organzed narative, traces the speaker's relationships with varous

other female "characters" that also represent pars of the narator's self. In a later

edition of the book (1958), dispersed throughout the text and juxtaposed to the wrting

are photomontages by Val Telberg depicting women/1 usually naked, and usually in

varous stages of drownng or floating.

I chose House of Incest to wrte about because it is representative ofNin's work.

Firstly, the text is mixed-media and blurred-genre: a prose-poem which also includes

visual ar. Arguably, all of Nin's wrting can be considered blured-genre from her

Diary to her criticism. Furher, the text contains aspects of style, setting, and literar

devices which she exhbits in all other types of writing she does. House of Incest also

uses characters who we meet in Nin's fiction. Also, Nin and many of her critics who

study House of Incest agree that this text "is the seed of all (Nin's) work, the poem from

which the novels were born" (Evans 26). Finally, and perhaps most tellngly, in House

of Incest, Nin claims a paradoxical, and extraordinar degree of authority by claiming

that all she knows "is contained in this book." By anouncing before the text even

begins that all she knows "is contained within this book," Nin signals to her reader that

this text is, perhaps, the most important of her texts (including her Diary!) for we can

learn whatever we want to know about Nin or her writing in these pages.32
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My reading of House of Incest focuses on Nin's wrting and her own aristic

choices; too often critics use their pet theories to build a top-down arguent about

Nin's wrting rather than a bottom-up arguent. In other words, much ofNin's wrting

is forced by critics into readings according to varous theoretical frameworks; rather

than stuffing Nin's multi-dimensional wrting into one theoretical framework, I propose

it is more useful in understanding Nin's wrting as fully and richly as possible, by

beginning with the writing itself and then building new theories which benefit,

complicate, and expand our understanding of her work. It should be noted, however,

that I do not purport to have invented an entire theoretical world used for the sale

purpose ofreading Nin. My reason for favoring the text over the theory is to give Nin's

text a chance to speak to me before I speak back at it.

The purpose and approach of this chapter are a response to the reductive

readings Nin's critics often perform. Additionally, this chapter shows that not only do I

resist the reduction of Nin's work, but that Nin herself resists reduction. We have seen

critics' readings ofNin; now let us lear Nin's reading of herself

* * *

In this chapter, fist I examine Helen Tookey's criticism on AnaÏs Nin's prose

poem, House of Incest as an example of crticism that has rarely been done in Nin

studies; Tookey's argument focuses on the readers ofNin's work rather than Nin herself

in order to iluminate the ways in which Nin and her wrting act as a mirror for readers

to see themselves more clearly. Critics of House of Incest, as I will show, have put

Nin's psychoanalysis and "narcissism" at the center of their readings: they hold a mirror
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up to Nin in order to lear something more about her though her work. Tookey, on the

other hand, holds the same mirror up to the Nin reader in order for them to see

themselves through Nin's work. Tookey ultimately argues that Nin herself paricipates

in holding this mirror up to her readers in House of Incest. Secondly, I discuss form in

House of Incest and its relationship to the content. I argue that Nin's use of fragments

and collage in both form and content foregrounds the discontinuities in Nin's wrting

and identity and thus serves as a kind of instrction for how to read Nin.

Almost unanmously, critics agree that House of Incest is hands down, Nin's

best work. Benjamin Frankin V and Duane Schneider, in their "Introduction" to AnaÏs

Nin's work write that House of Incest is Nin's "first, best, and most challenging volume

of prose fiction" (4). They end their essay with the words, "House of Incest is a strange

and challenging work that demands the full attention of the reader. . . House of Incest is

Nin's best piece of fiction and one that contains most of the basic themes, images, and

patterns that she would use in her later work" (Franin and Schneider 19). Oliver

Evans agrees that House of Incest is "challenging": "It is the most difficult of Miss

Nin's books, but an understanding of it is essential to an appreciation of the author's

later work" (26). Nancy Scholar too describes the "difficulty" of House of Incest first

by quoting Oliver Evans, and then continuing: "House of Incest is the most condensed

and poetic (ofNin's works). It is also the most unconventional ofNin's books, and the

least amenable to analysis and definition" (140).

There are, in the tradition of forcing her contradictions into a singular whole,

two possible reasons for the arguent that this prose poem is the best ofNin's wrting:
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1. It is the best because it is the most complex and contains all the "seeds" of

Nin's later work within it; only, those "seeds" are better described within these pages

than in any of her other work (indeed many of the abovementioned crtics do argue

this).

2. Critics might label House of Incest Nin's "best" work because it is a text in

which critics observe Nin to not only describe and "admit to," but also expound upon,

her own "narcissism." In other words, critics read the inclusion of a lesbian

relationship, and incest as evidence of Nin's "dealing with" her own narcissism.33 Ths

reading might make other mis-readings ofNin seem justified because Nin here "admits"

to being self-centered in this, the first and "best" of her texts.

The criticism on House of Incest mostly pays attention to Nin's process of

psychoanalysis durng her composition of this text. It is for this reason that most critics

do psychoanalytic readings of the text; critics such as Bettina Knapp, Oliver Evans,

Benjamin Franin, and Duane Schneider read House of Incest as evidence of Nin

dealing with her own narcissism while undergoing psychotherapy with René Allendy

and Otto Ran (Knapp 44). By doing psychoanalytic readings of House of Incest,

crtics put Nin and her "neurosis" or "narcissism" at the center of importance. As I

showed in the first two chapters, critics of Nin tend to be distrsting of her intentions

and aristic talent; also, because Nin is often charged with narcissism and because she

does address the themes of lying and incest in this prose poem, critics are able to point

to a text in which Nin "admits" to being narcissistic. Helen Tookey, however, in her

essay '''I am the Other Face of You': AnaÏs Nin, Fantasies and Femininity," takes a
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different and more useful approach to reading House of Incest, the focus of which is

readers of the text and not Nin herself.

Tookey uses the poem as an example of the ways women read Nin according to

their own views of femininity. She argues that women who read Nin experience a

mirroring of their own relationship to the feminine because Nin's femininity has the

characteristic of looking different to varous people (Tookey 307). House of Incest, she

wrtes, provides textual evidence that Nin herself played with mirroring femininity in

her work and in her life (Tookey 307-309). But more than reading House of Incest in

order to make an argument about Nin herself or about her writing even, Tookey reads

the response to Nin's femininity and her mirroring effect. So, while other critics of

House of Incest read Nin, Tookey reads the readers of House of Incest: Tookey turns

the mirror from facing Nin so that it faces her readers.

This mirroring effect extends beyond the realm of reading Nin's femininity. In

House of Incest Nin instrcts her readers not only how to read her and her wrting, but

also how to read themselves: Nin turns the mirror onto her readers in order for them to

see themselves in the process of her own self-discovery. While critics such as Franin

and Schneider argue that House of Incest is "esoteric" and that "the uninitiated reader of

Nin wil find this work particularly perplexing" (4), Tookey argues that many "average"

readers understand Nin far better than "professional" critics seem to.

It is important to note, however, that there is a paradox here. In House of Incest

Nin plays the role of both the reader and the wrter: the text is anti-rhetorical and self-

enclosed, for it is ''wtten without witness" (HOl) However, this self-enclosed universe
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is impossible to maintain if we are to read her. In other words, in order to "get the

message" Nin speaks to her readers we must tr to enter into the anti-rhetorical world of

the poem. Even though this paradox appears to prevent readers from attempting to

interpret, I argue that it is just this paradox that should make us consider our own

reading. In other words, the unnviting world of House of Incest begs the question of

how readers might tr to make the text applicable to their own joureys of self-

discovery.

As mentioned above, one way Nin invites readers to interpret her text in the

context of their own lives is through metaliterary references. There are many passages

in House of Incest that reference the poem from within the text. These metaliterar

moments pull the reader out of the world of the text and have the effect of

foregrounding the constrction of the work itself. In many cases, not only is the poem

self-reflexive, but also invites readers to reflect on themselves. For instance, a passage

often quoted by critics to ilustrate Nin's narcissism as manifested in her lesbian

attaction to Sabina reads:

I AM THE OTHER FACE OF YOU

THIS IS THE BOOK YOU WROTE

AND YOU ARE THE WOMAN

I AM (28)

These words appear centered on the page and in all capital letters: readers' eyes are

immediately drawn to this passage. The narator of the poem addresses these words to

Sabina, (a "character" in the text who is meant to represent a part of Nin herself) but
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because they take a different form than the rest of the poem, readers get the eerie feeling

that Nin is also talking to them. It seems that Nin wants readers to pay more attention

to these words and so creates the feeling that she is addressing them directly. Nin asks

that readers identify with her and her wrting process ("THIS IS THE BOOK YOU

WROTE" (28)) and so argues that her readers too can be a par not only of her life, but

can wrte their own stories of self-discovery.

There are other moments too when Nin communicates with readers through

makng the construction of the text visible. Later, at the beginnng of the seventh

section of the poem, Nin continues, "I walked into my own book, seeking peace. . . As I

move within my book I am cut by pointed glass and broken bottles. . . More pages

added to the book but pages like a prisoner's walking back and forth over the space

allotted him. What is it allotted me to say?" (HOI 62). By foregrounding the

constrction of the text, Nin allows the reader to see her wrting process and the process

through which she explores "what is. .. allotted (her) to say" 62). Again, when Nin

"takes a step back" :fom her text, she forces her readers to do so as well and thus to

examine the arifice of the poem. Further, Nin instrcts readers how to read not only

House of Incest, but her other texts as well:

Every thought or impulse I have is chewed into nothingness. I want to
capture all my thoughts at once, but they ru in all directions. If I could
do this I would be captung the nimblest of minds, like a shoal of
minnows. . . I want to tell the whole trth, but I canot tell the whole
truth because I would have to wrte four pages at once, like four long
columns simultaneously, four pages to the present one, and so I do not
write at all. I would have to wrte backwards, retrace my steps

constantly to catch the echoes and overtones. (HOI67-68)
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Here again Nin makes her own wrting process transparent to readers by explaining the

very small extent to which this text is a "full" representation of her self. In addition to

helping readers interpret her poem, Nin's reading of her own text supplies readers with

a possible approach to reading her other texts as well: "my thoughts. . . ru in all

directions. . . I want to tell the whole trth, but I canot. . ." (67-68). Nin suggests that

readers should understand that when they approach one of her texts, they are always

reading fragments, pars of the scattered trth of who she is, and even the impossibility

of recording "the whole truth."

In this passage too, Nin draws readers' attention to the form of the poem by

invoking other possible forms the poem might take were it possible ("I would have to

wrte four pages at once, like four long columns simultaneously. . ." (68)). Each colum

would represent a fragment ofthe truth which Nin says she canot ever write down.

Moreover, one could argue that one of the most wonderful aspects of Nin's

wrting is its unapologetic expression of paradox and multiplicity. This self reflexive

and paradoxical text is (one of?) Nin's attempt(s) at wrting "four pages at once" (67) in

order that she may "tell the whole trth" (68). She admits, though, that in real time,

"the whole trth" is inaccessible because it would require that she "wrte backwards,

retrace (her) steps constantly to catch the echoes and the overtones" (68). So, finding

one's roots, or tre self is always an impossible enterprise because a "tre selt' is

always composed of fragments, not all of which we may have conscious access to. Not

knowing the origin, root, or core of one's identity, according to Nin, is not damaging.
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In contrast, however, House of Incest is a kind of revelry, a celebration of the

multiplicity of, and possibilities for our selves in the form of fragments.

Fragmentedness, both in form and content recur in House of Incest and reinforce

the idea of reading and seeing forms from different perspectives. In the passage quoted

above, Nin wrtes that as she "move(s) within (her) book (she is) cut by pointed glass

and broken bottles" (62). Not only does the "pointed glass and broken bottles" invoke

images of mirrors, but they also resemble the fragmentedness of the text itself which

Nin points out through these shards. Nin continues to include images of broken mirrors

which signal a fragmentedness in her identity: "I am ill with obstinacy of images,

reflections in cracked mirrors" (HOI 29) Linde Salber, in her essay, "Artists - The

Thrd Sex: A Few Thoughts of the Psychology of the Creative Age" draws attention to

the fragmentedness of the poem by beginnng her criticism on House of Incest: "In her

first literar publication, The House of Incest, AnaÏs Nin achieved a text which in its

surreal style perfectly reflected the fragmentation of her life" (64). Lynette Felber, in

her essay, "The Thee Faces of June: AnaÏs Nin's Appropriation of Feminine Writing"

also discusses House of Incest in terms of fragments: "The fragmentation of the diar is

accelerated in the prose poem (House of Incest)" (316). We can look too, to Evans and

Knapp for further examples of critics' acknowledgement that House of Incest is not

only about, but written in fragments (Evans 27, Knapp 50).

Franin and Schneider, in addition to briefly discussing the fragmentedness of

House of Incest (17) also argue that the form of the prose poem is inextricably related to

its content:
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In succinct form, House of Incest contains the basic ideas, themes, and
images that Nin develops more fully (and yet less satisfactorily) in the
five volumes that make up her continuous novel (1946-61). The work is
unatched as her finest example of a fusion of language, tone, poetic
style, and diction. The dream, or nightmare, that the narator recounts is
superbly enhanced, as we shall see, by a style that is not simply

appropriate to the content, but organcally related to it. (4)

Many other critics also notice that the form of the text and its content are related.

Nancy Scholar writes that

The appearance of formlessness in the prose-poem is, to some extent,
deceptive; each of the seven sections which compose the book has the
underlying coherence of a dream. But the meaning of these 'visionar

symbolic dream sequences' must be 'unraveled' by the reader. . . her
unconscious - transformed, to be sure -. . .provides the deepest structure
in this work. (140)

So even though one might question the strctue and organization of this seemingly

amorphous text, Scholar argues that the dreamscape is its own complex strctue to

which the text adheres. She continues: "Images overlap once again: fragments of

broken glass appear in House" (Scholar 152). Here not only does Scholar point out the

fragmentation of the text in form and content, but her phrase "images overlap" invokes

images of a collage in which these fragments or scraps overlie each other in interesting

ways to produce something new. In his criticism of the poem, Oliver Evans also uses

collage-like images to describe Nin's approach to writing: "(. . .J the dream experiences.

. . were conceived independently. . . and were later assembled into a whole" (27).

Evans here describes Nin's wrting process for the poem as an intentional piecing

together of various scraps and fragments of text, aranging them specifically to form the

whole work. This wrting technque is analogous to the process of makng a collage: it
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is a process which collects pars of other things, and then intentionally arranges them in

a new context in order to form a new whole.

Nin uses both images of fragments, and a technque of fragmentation and

collage to compose House of Incest. For instance, Nin opens her text with an anecdote

which foregrounds the writing process, but also acts as a kind of invocation of the muse

such as we might read and the beginnng of an epic. Ths passage also, in many ways,

signals to readers what themes to pay attention for as they continue through the text:

The mornng I got up to be-
gin this book I coughed. Some-

thng was coming out of my
throat: it was strangling me. I
broke the thread which held it
and yanked it out. I went back

to bed and said: I have just spat
out my heart.

There is an instrment called
the quena made of human bones.
It owes its origin to the worship

of an Indian for his mistress. When
she died he made a flute out of

her bones. The quena has a more
penetrating, more haunting sound

than the ordinar flute.

Those who write know the
process. I thought of it as I was

spitting out my heart.

Only I do not wait for my love
to die. (HOI, n.p.)

There are echoes of this opening story throughout the poem: bones appear often

throughout the text, as well as depictions of lovers and love lost, music, specifically the

flute, and death. Each time one of these words or images is repeated readers are
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reminded of this epigraphic story. Moreover, Nin describes the process of wrting this

book as "spitting out (her) hear" (HOI, n.p.). From the beginning we lear that the

composition of this text was comparable to severing her heart from the rest of her self:

the text begins with a division, separation, or fragmentation. Therefore, she and her

construction of authorship is not one singular whole. Nin then collects these images

and fragments, and aranges them in the form of the text itself.

Later, Nin reiterates the theme of fragmentation and division by using the

metaphor of a "maronette pulled by unskilled fingers" (29) to describe the feeling of

being without Sabina: "pulled apart, inharoniously dislocated; one ar dead, the other

rhapsodizing in mid-air" (HOI29-30). The different pars of the marionette are forced

to act out incongrous motions by the "unskilled fingers" of the puppet-master: too,

Nin, without Sabina, is out of harmony with herself. Firstly, in this metaphor, one

wonders who the puppet-master here is. What forces are at work in Nin's involuntar

erratic performance? We might also consider the end of the poem in which a dancer

dances "to a music we could not hear, moved by hallucinations we could not see" (HOI

71). In both instances the fragmentation of the body, and thus, of identity, is

foregrounded just as it is in the opening scenaro: pars of the body, or the self, are

severed and re- framed throughout the text. With its short paragraphs, changing fonts

and spacing on the page, and images that riff off of one another, House of Incest

resembles a collage of identity.

The 1958 edition of this text includes photomontages by photographer, Val

Telberg which serve as visual representations of the text on their facing pages, and
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which are another example of the collage-like fragmentedness of House of Incest.

Many of the photomontages included in House of Incest depict images of doorways,

grass, water, trees, sky, gates, shadows of buildings, a brick wall, and nude and clothed

photos of Nin superimposed on one another. These collages of images work both with

and against the text: on one hand, they foreground the importance of collage, mixed-

media, and the intersections of genre and identities in Nin's work. On the other hand,

they have the potential to distract from Nin's writing and re-focus readers' attention to

her physical image, her body. As I discussed in chapter two, the focus on Nin's visual

image in her reception is highy problematic, but can ultimately be understood as Nin's

gender performativity.

For example, in the final section of the poem, there is a photomontage which

spans two facing pages leaving no room for Nin's text. This image depicts Nin in three

different positions on the page at once: in one, her face, which seems to be glowing,

points upward from the bottom of the page, in another, she sits naked by a window, her

head bured in her ars which rest on her folded-up knees, and in her final pose, Nin

stands in the comer, naked and stretched out, her ars above her head, almost

completely covering her face. It is difficult to discern from the arangement of this

montage, whether or not the figues are positioned inside a room with curained

windows, or outside, amongst tall buildings and gray skies. This paricular

photomontage threatens to overtake Nin's text because it takes up two facing pages so

there is no room for Nin's words. Nin's body is on display in this montage in thee

different poses. Even though readers might be inclined to study the visual text over the
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wrtten one, this montage also visually captures the moment being described in Nin's

wrting: Nin appears divided into more than one person; each figure is a different par of

Nin represented by her varous poses. The confusion of the inside and outside reflects

the strggle of the characters in the poem to discover the different pars of themselves

both inside and outside the house of incest. Furher, the theme of fragmentation and

collage is fore grounded here in both the method of creating these montages34 as well as

in the product. So, while the photomontages serve to elaborate on the themes Nin

explores in her written text, they also might draw readers' attention away from Nin's

words by fore grounding her body and visual image.

Moreover, the photomontages have an explicit eroticism about them. In the

image descrbed above we see that Nin's sense of multiplicity (as per the depictions of

Nin in varous poses, all nude) includes her sense of the erotic. Other photomontages in

the text include images of several nude women spliced together, their heads often

thrown back, backs arched, and ars over their heads accentuating their necks, torsos

and breasts. Par of Nin's negotiations of experimental, fluid, multiple identities in

House of Incest is her textual bisexuality. In other words, Nin's textual bisexuality,

which is different from sexual orientation, operates as a function of her fluid, layered,

polysemous, multi-vocal textual identity. Readers see Nin's erotic aesthetic not only in

the photomontages, but throughout the wrtten text as well. The erotic, at the level of

the text, manifests as conscious attention to embodied reading. In other words, Nin

prepares a text that sets readers up to be aware of the form, or materiality of the text

though their embodied reading. The photomontages then can also be read as another
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example of Nin's metaliterar communication with her reader because they draw

attention to the constrcted-ness of the text.

Carol Strckland, in her 1994 New York Times aricle on an exhbit which

featured Telberg's photomontages from House of Incest, writes about Telberg's and

Nin's aristic kinship:

Nin described Mr. Telberg's photography as a 'spiritual X-ray.' After
seeing his images for her book, she wrote, 'I have a feeling you have
done it, . . .captued the book's intent without ilustrating.' In another

letter she added, 'Your montages are poetic in their own terms -- in their
own language.' (Strickland).

She continues, "Theirs was a remarkable collaboration of two arists from different

disciplines who produced a hybrid work of art combining words and pictues"

(Strickland). Ths "hybrid" form is collage. The overlap of the words and images and

also the overlap within the photomontages themselves, which are meant to be a

photographic representation of Nin's words, exhibit the experimental, collage-like

quality of the work as a whole.

Furher, Franin and Schneider notice overlap within the narative ofthe poem:

One problem in naration that develops in this section (of the poem) is an
aspect of House of Incest that may be especially perplexing to the reader.
Often the speakers of the various passages (cast into alternating
dialogue) are difficult to identify, and when Jeane is speaking, her voice
is occasionally indistinguishable from the narator's. But such confusion
may be understandable when one recognzes that the dialogue is all
takng place in the narrator's mind. (14-15)

They go on to provide a diagram which maps the speakers in the third section of the

poem, alternating between "naratot' and "Jeane" (Franin and Schneider 15). Here,

Franlin and Schneider view the multiple narators of the poem as a "problem," and
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then proceed to put down the reader by assuming they will be "perplexed" by these

stealthy shifts in the naration. Yet Franin and Schneider, despite their assumptions

about readers of House of Incest, notice an important aspect of the poem: the almost

undetected shifts of voice in the naration are not only a fuction of the content and plot

of the text, but also of its form. Even though the shifts between points of view appear to

be seamless, I argue that they still invoke a jared reaction from readers trng to "keep

track" of all the different voices. In other words, the "confusion" of narators' voices

represents not only the fluid morphing of identities, but also make the fragmentedness

of the speaker's voice more apparent. The visibility of the fragments of identity is an

effect of the collage form in which Nin writes and through which she conceives her

complex, pedorming "I."

* * *

Collage is the ar of arranging fragments into a whole and works in edge-effects;

the cut and context of the fragment makes the edges of the fragment more visible. How

each fragment touches each other is what collage asks us to pay attention to. In House

of Incest, Nin uses collage, an experimental form, to express her experimental identity.

Critics have attempted to smooth out the choppiness of the fragmentation Nin uses in

the poem in order to make an arguent about Nin as a person, or arguably, as a woman.

Nin, however, resist the tye of analysis from within the text by "confusing" whose

voice belongs to whom, where one image ends and the next begins, and by not

attempting to "make sense" of the complexities of her identity; it is through her use of

overlap and fragmentation that Nin foregrounds her experimental aristic identity.
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House of Incest is a collage of characters, identities, images and words that makes

readers pay attention to the fissures between the different pars.

In many ways, this is how we should read Nin, and indeed how Nin asks us to

read her: as an experimental arist who makes visible the fissures, disconnects, and

edges of the conscious and unconscious, ar and life, vision and language. We should

read Nin in juxtapositions, contradictions, and difference and not in smooth surfaces,

seamless transitions, and the stability of identity.

Nin "tus the mirror" onto the reader in House of Incest rather than turning it

on herself in order for readers to see themselves more clearly through her text.

Although it may appear that Nin and her own journey are at the center of this poem, by

highlighting the fragmentation and dissonance of her identity she makes visible the

different parts not only of herself, but encourages readers to search for their own

discontinuities and complexities.
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Fifh Interlude:

From a letter to Henry:

". . .fYou say now I mystif you and all I know now is there is a big eclipse over our
communication - for the more I write you the less you understand me. Better to

abandon the effort. Surely you can see now the communication is broken. You are
trying to understand the big change in me, but since you have removed yourself from
the vital central relations, you can't possibly participate. . . Correspondence is too
shabby a (word omitted). We're trying to make it do - It's like a weed bridge over an

. T' i' h . d ,,35enormous river. it s s zg t - ina equate-

Nin had many correspondences - not just with Henry Miler. Maybe his was
just the longest (A Literate Passion is quite long and spans many, many years. . .) There
are letters here from people I have never heard mentioned in anything I have read on
Nin's life. So it seems the more I get to know her, the more I learn, the more I realize
she is recoiling, turning away from me -fading farther away every second I think about
her.
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Conclusion:

In my research, as I looked for more recent publications in Nin studies, I came

across a small handful of thesis and dissertation titles on AnaÏs Nin's writing. Although

publication on Nin has waned over the past ten years, it is my hope that we wil hear

more from the rising scholars in Nin studies. AnaÏs Nin remains an important par of

the collective feminist memory because of the controversy surrounding her wrting and

life. In addition to continuing our critical study of Nin as a "dissonant element" in

feminist studies, it is important to explore new interpretations of Nin rather than

adhering to an understanding ofNin that sees her either as a goddess or a femme fataL.

In re-reading Nin, we might consider regarding the archive as an experimental

site in which we can encounter the multi-layered and complex interpretations of Nin's

work. The multi-vocality ofNin's writing affords us the opportnity, and indeed invites

readers to re-interpret her work. Reading Nin as an experimentalist, wil open doors to

many new interpretations of her writing that critics such as Tookey, Jong, and Casterson

have only begun to touch on. Why, we might ask, is most of the wrting being done on

Nin coming from Masters and Doctoral candidates? Why are we not seeing work

published on her, and is work being submitted on her for publication at all? If so, why

is it being rejected? The decreased amount of critical work being published on Nin

begs the questions not only of whether or not it is a "safe" career move to study Nin but

also why there appears to be a declining critical interest in (or tolerance for?) her work.

Are we seeing the result ofNin's esotericism?
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Nin's esotericism, though, appears to be why we are simultaneously repulsed

by and attacted to her. But the polarzed reactions to Nin (disgust/enamor,

rejection/reverence), as we have seen, not only limit the potential knowledge we might

gain by studying Nin fairly, but also damage Nin's work itself because we reduce the

possibilities of what Nin has to offer. Nin's performativity, we must remember, as an

important part of reading her wrting and her femininity, resists reduction.

Even though Nin did not identify with Second-Wave feminism, the feminist

reaction to Nin remains important in our continued study of her life and work because

she has been figued almost exclusively as either a feminist, or radically anti-feminist

writer. As I cited in Chapter 1, Gunther Stuhlmann writes, "But one suspects they have

trouble unaveling the mystery of 'the woman no man could hold,' which seems safely

enshrned in the labrythian folds of AnaÏs Nin's own work" (124). The vulvic image

of Nin's work having "labrynthian folds" that "enshrne" her secrets seems to be

evidence not only ofNin's esotericism, but also ofthe impulse to figue Nin in terms of

femininity and woman-ness. Further, "labrythian folds" implies readers wil lose

themselves in Nin's texts.

A wide varety of interpretations (both affirming and dismissive) of Nin's

writing, in fact, figue her texts as traps that captivate and swallow their readers. This

consummation of readers by Nin's texts has been figued as both extremely pleasurable

and extremely dangerous. The fact that Nin's work does indeed have the persistent

ability to consume is important in defining whether we are attacted to or scared of her.

As we seek new ways of reading Nin we should also look for ways to be more critical
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of our own reactions to her work in order to offer interpretations which increase, rather

than reduce fuer interpretation. In House of Incest Nin asks, almost calling out in all

capital letters, "DOES ANYONE KNOW WHO I AM?" I ventue to answer: not yet.
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Sixth Interlude:

I want to see Nin as a prism where each artifact acts as a cut angle in the glass
producing a certain color we then add to Nin's rainbow identity. When we turn her,

new artifacts show and the rainbows move like small strobe lights that iluminate us and
our surroundings in new ways. Each of these new angles re-fresh Nin 's legacy and hint
at ways we might begin to understand her life and work more fully. On the other hand,
I suppose the goal is not to know or understand Nin fully, but to complicate her identity.
The un-tidying of her identity is in congruence with the way she lived her life. So often
Nin critics look at her life from only one angle at a time - she is one color or another -
she is one side of the prism. But I am not interested in viewing Nin through glass or
through a single color lens. I am interested in viewing her prismatically - refracting the
light of her work so we can see her colors all together - at once - as a whole.

There was a birthday card with a cartoon turtle on it stuck between the pages in
one of the folders. It's like looking through someone's personal history book - and I
mean much more so than buying a copy of her diary in the bookstore and reading it like
that. There are little scraps of paper sticking out - cards and paper of a thousand
diferent textures that all stimulate the senses - I feel like I'm spying on her with
someone else's permission. When I used to come home for summer breaks while I was
in college, I'd make a point to clean my room, newly deciding what is important enough
to keep and what I must let go. I'd open my drawers and become overwhelmed by the
stacks of papers, pictures and cards stuffed into these small spaces so they fit perfectly;
I'd think, "How shall I puzzle it all in this time?"

On one hand, she is other-worldly with her looping callgraphy-like handwriting
decorating the pages of the diary, and on the other, she saved this funny little birthday
card with the cartoon turtle on it. . . the card, combined with her to-do lists and

engagements records make her seem so much more human.
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Endnotes
1 Roland Bares, in a short essay in Mythologies titled "Blind and Dumb Criticism," discusses the ways

many critics shut out the possibilities of understanding what perplexes them by claiming either that the
"average" reader is too "stupid" to understad it, or that the work itself is incomprehensible (34). Both of
these approaches to criticism are extremely arogant. We see one of these approaches taen in Nin
criticism: that Nin's work is not understadable and should therefore not be studied. Ths "blind and
dumb" criticism is not critical at all, for it is a veil a critic might pull over the eyes of "average" readers to
prevent them from seeing that the critics themselves don't understand. These critics hide behid their
elitism (and in many cases, their essentialism) believing that they are the only ones who talk; but authors
talk back: "You don't explain philosophers, but they explain you" (Bares 35). Nin talk back though
her wrting because it is more complex than blind and dumb critics want readers to see; they do not want
readers to see her complexity because they themselves do not see it.

2 Box 10, folder 1, Diar 18.

3 Baldana reviews not only selections of 
Nin's Diary but also the content of a biographical account of

her life (note that he reviews the events of her life rather than the wrting style or approach of the
biographer), a smatterig of her fiction, and Henr Miler's comments on the quality and usefulness of
her Diary. It is not clear from his review whether or not he regards Nin's whole life as fiction, or reads
her fiction as the trth of her life, for he treats her biography and Diary the same as he treats her fiction.
As we wil see later, many critics lump the personal details of her life together with the content of her
fiction.

4 In a polarzed system, sometimes contradictions and complexities deconstrct because there is no room

for ambiguity. This describes the ways that Nin's work has been critically received as a par of that
polarzed system.

5 "Horizontal hostility can be defined as violence or hostility amongst or between groups who are

disenfranchised in a paricular envionment, or in society at large. Some of the groups with which
horiontal hostility may take place are between women, amongst femists, between lesbian and gay
communities, and between ethc and racial groups. Horizontal hostility damages those disenfanchised
groups, arguably as much, as domiant cultual paradigms do. Helena Michie, in her book,

Sororophobia: Diferences Among Women in Literature and Culture, discusses horiontal hostility
among women (although she does not use ths term specifically), arguing that "conflcts withn feminist
subcultues have proven than no community... is imune to the movement of difference withi it" (4-5).

6 In chapter two I wil explore the critical fascination with lookig at Nin's physical image.

7 It is also wort noting that not only is her diffculty as a woman wrter her appeal, but that her appeal is

her diffculty as well. In other words, Casterson wrtes that we must "look again" at Nin to see that her
diffculty is what makes her wort studyig, but I also assert that par of what makes Nin difficult is our
attaction to her.

8 Helen Tookey's 2001 essay, a chapter from her book 
Anais Nin, Fictionality and Femininity (2003) is

the most recently published Nin criticism I have found.

9 I refer to Edmund Miller in the following pages as "E. Miller" to distinguish him from Henr Miller to

whom I refer as "Miler."
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10 Edmund Miler's essay, according to Suzane Nalbantian, editor of Anaïs Nin: Literary Perspectives in

which "Erato Throws a Cure" fist appeared, emerged from a conference on AnaÏs Nin, hosted by Long

Island University and directed by Nalbantian. The conference was held in 1994 (Nalbantian vii).

II This "progress in debauchery" can be read as E. Miler's desire for Nin's stories to "progress" linearly

toward male orgasm.

12 Nin took a "private" genre, the diar, and made it public, thus challenging the patrarchal idea of

"women's space." Nin defies, break out of ths space, briging the private into the public thus makng
some critics uncomfortble. Given ths reading ofNin's "revelation" of her private life in her Diary as a
means to maintreamig "women's wrting," we might wonder why, if ths was a femist move (though
probably not consciously femist), do many femists not acknowledge it as such, or read Nin as a
feminst figue because of ths?

l3 Box 21, folder 4.

14 Second-Wave feminists began searching for visual symbols of feminism that became central to feminist

thought.

15 Although he discusses specifically stils, much of 
what he says can likewise be applied to video as welL.

16 In her book Visual and Other Pleasures, Laura Mulvey provides insight into gendered lookig and

women's subjection to and disempowerment from the male gaze. She explais that "in their traditional
exhbitionist role women are simultaneously looked at and displayed, with their appearance coded for
strong visual and erotic impact so that they can be said to connote to-be-looked-at-ness" (19). By bearg
"the look," Mulvey continues, woman "plays to and signifies male desire" (19). According to this view
of women in film, Anaïs Observed becomes not only about knowing Nin better though her seeing image,
but also a project in her sexual domination. According to this reading, for Mulvey, and later I will argue,
for Snyder as well, visual access equals sexual access. If we read the film according to Mulvey's view,
there is a clear distinction between the subject (Snyder) who is sexually and aristically empowered, and
the object (Nin) who is sexually and aristically disempowered. This reading, however, closes off the
possibility ofNin self-editing and reconstituting her own image as she is fimed.

l7 In ths scene, Nin, as she wrtes, shares her living room with a local orchestra who play, it appears, just

for her.

18 Nin talk in the film quite a lot about the woman as muse in a positive way; viewers notice that Nin

talk about muses as if they are real, actual, embodied people and not just myts. Does Nin's seeming
praise for women in the role of the muse encourage viewers to see Nin's "muse-ness" (according to

Snyder) more clearly, or are viewers invited to believe that Nin enjoys playig the role of inpirer of ar

rather than the arist herself?

19 The nude in the painting "Nude Descending a Staircase" is indeed meant to depict a muse.

20 Not all depictions (images, photographs) ofNin are in soft focus. Many of 

these depictions in fact are
crisply focused, perhaps to convey a certin drama to her appearance (for she is, many times, depicted in
capes, dark eye make-up, and thck lipstick). Again, I am brought back to the binares that Spencer
expounds upon in her account of critics' readings ofNin's appearance: "She is either delicately lovely or
garshly made-up" (Spencer).
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21 Scenes such as the one described can be found in the movies Singin' in the Rain and, more recently,

Spiderman 1.

22 Pornography can be defined (simply) as sexually explicit material which exploits or objectifies bodies.

Another characteristic of pornography, it can be argued, is that it emphasizes the importnce of orgasm as
an end to sexual intercourse. Erotica, on the other hand, can be (again, simly) defined as material used
to arouse sexual desire though sensuality rather than "actual" sexual intercourse. Additionally, the
amount of context provided in pornographic and erotic material might signal into which category we
might place it. We can apply these workig defintions to Snyder's and Nin's approaches to makg the
film Anaïs Observed; Snyder's approach can be understood as pornographic not only because he uses the
language of courhip and seduction in reference to the film-makg, but also because he sees Nin's
physical presence as the singular purose of the film much like orgasm, according to ths pornographic

view, is the "purose" of sexual intercourse. Nin's approach, however, is more erotic. In her vision for
the film, her life, frends, and inuences were the focus; showig the context of her creative process is
very importt to Nin.

23 We should be careful here because if we interpret the critical fascination with Nin's body and her

ability to control, to some extent, her own image though self-editing, we risk forgetting about all the
ways in which critics exploit Nin's love of costume, sensuality, and physical intimacy in order to tu her
into a "slut" who "asked" to be taken advantage of.

24 Recall here Helen Tookey's words on the "exaggerated natue of 

her femine appearance" (320).

25 It is importnt to note here that even though Nin has expressed belief in essentially femie or

womany characteristics and traits, in the fim, she "goes overboard" with her representation of those
characteristics.

26 According to ths defintion, one might also argue that Nin's performance offeminity in other

contexts, not only in the fim, would qualify as subversive as well.

27 We might, in the context of this argument, be able to replace to word "pose" in Bares' wrting with

the word "perform."

28 Box 8, folder 8.

29 In ths reading I assume that the speaker of the poem is Nin herself because of the emphasis placed not

only on self-knowledge and self-discovery, but also because of the self-reflexive natue of the text; the
text represents Nin's mid at work.

30 We might remember here that the presence of a person's handwrting or signatue is legally binding

because a person's hand is thought to be representative of them.

31 Most of 
the depictions of women seem to be Nin herself.

32 It is important to note here that HOI was the first of Nin' s published fiction and that quite a lot of her

wrting was published after ths text; one might wonder then, to what extent we should believe Nin that
ths is indeed the most importt of her texts since the others had not even been wrtten yet. Indeed,

though, I am not the only critic to work with the assumption that House of Incest is the most importt, or
exemplar of Nin's texts; Evan, Franin, Scholar, and Knapp also notice "the seeds" ofNin's later work

in House of Incest and read it as the condensation of all the themes that can be found in her later work.
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33 Many of the abovementioned critics use a psychoanalytic lens to look at House of Incest: those theories

equate "lesbianism" and incest in order to argue that both are evidence of narcissism (Evans 26, Knapp
52-57).

34 In Carol Strckland's aricle on Val Telberg's photomontages, she wrtes that "his darkroom technque

owes much to the improvisatory style of the Abstract Expressionists. 'Their attitude of experientation
with new visions and new images appealed to me,' he said. In a method ak to free association, he
layers a varety of negatives in different confguations as a leaping-off point that evolves into a fmished

composition. 'Val works in the darkroom the way a painter works in the studio,' said Jim Richard
Wilson, director of the Rathbone Gallery at Sage Junor College in Albany, which originated the
exhbition of Mr. Telberg's work" (Strckland).

35 Box 21, folder 4, Diar 66.


